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Digital Audio Delivery systems are now
recognized as amust for every broadcast
facility. But few systems provide the
features, flexibility or reliability
required to maintain profitability
in this demanding and fault
critical application, nor
the support mechanism to
maintain them.
The ENCO DADpRo32
Digital Audio Delivery System
is simply the most powerful
On- Air & Production system available.
Based on the already widely accepted and
mature DADPRo product, but now optimized
for the Windows Nr operating system,
DADpRo32 is unique in its uncomplicated user
interfaces and adaptability to any
format, yet harnesses the power and
reliability of proven technology.
• Intuitive On-Screen User Interfaces
that are immediately familiar to
operators. Optional Touchscreen makes
Live Assist operation quick and easy.
• Complete On-Air flexibility for Live
Assist, Automated, or Satellite
Programmed operations, with
transparent transitions between modes.
Seamless Segues and Voice Tracking
provide acontinuously "Live" image.
• Powerful Production and Call
Processing capabilities, including
Graphic Cut & Paste Assembly
Editing. Automatic Recording features are
included for catching network feeds.
• Interfaces to all Music and Traffic
Scheduling and Billing systems.

• Features full 32-Bit Processing and True
Multitasking capabilities. Many third party
programs, such as
Multitrack Editors,
Wire Capture systems
and Word Processors may
be directly embedded into
DAD, or operated on the
same Workstation.
•

Inherent support of Global
Wide Area Networking, for
sharing of data between
multiple facilities. Ancillary products are
available for Store Forward operations
and remote management of unmanned
downlink sites.
• Operates on commonly available "off-theshelf" computer hardware and network
architecture, utilizing any of awide variety
of redundancy configurations.
• DAD is an outright purchase, and there
are no monthly licensing fees. Free
software upgrades are provided for the first
year. ENCO technical support is legendary
as the best in the business.

\Difl iflldlfl

Call Your DAD Dealer or ENCO For
Complete Information or Demo
Check Out The ENCO Web Page At:
www.enco.c

ENCO

SYSTEMS, INC.

24555 Haliwood Court, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711
Fax: 248-476-5712 • www.enco.com

KEN 11111BLINi:
THE

BLACK

AVENGER

Ken Hamblin: Simon & Schuster author of "Pick a
Better Country", New York Times Syndicated columnist, Denver Post columnist, frequent television guest
(Montel and others), and Harley-Davidson Nut!

It's the only First Amendment
show where listeners can say
what they think, and still be
treated with dignity and respect!
Because its
their opinion
that counts!

A
MERICAN
V
IEW

M- F 3-6 p.m. Eastern, Satellite C-5, 23 Channel 14.

Call me for a CD or contract, (
404)
..;••••'` •

255-1055

Kent Burkhart, Director
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Our Mission:
Radio Ink's

role is passionately to empower
Radio management to be more successful by
providing fresh, actionable, reality- based
ideas, inspiration and education in a quick,
easy-to- read, positive, pro- Radio environment.

To Subscribe or for
Classified/ Resource Directory
Information, Call:
1-800-610-5771
or

To subscribe, call I-800-610-5771

561-655-8778
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ADD 53 EXPERIENCED, DEDICATED,
WORKAHOLICS TO YOUR
PROGRAMMING STAFF AND STILL

NUMBERS.
TOTALRADIOsm
Introducing Total Radio.' Complete, localized music formats, voicetracked by top talent and delivered direct to your
hard drive. • And that's jLst the beginning. Because you also get the expertise of our market- proven consultants and
the staff of the most experienced music programming company in radio. • We can even provide acomplete programming equipment solution and do it all for either barter or cash. • So whether you need acomplete format or afew
dayparts, give us acall at 800 426-9082 because hitting your numbers never sounded so good.

www.bpradio.com

BROAD AST PROGR MMINg,

800.426.9082
A BE Company. Solutions for tommorrow's radio. EIZ
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Revolution Update
Forming the War Council

N

olonger can Istand idly
by as Radio is ignored
by major advertisers.
And neither should you.
If you haven't heard by
now, Icalled for aRadio Revolution while speaking at the
RAB Conference in Dallas. Although Iused such Hollywood
theatrics as a fife and drum
corps in full Revolutionary War
regalia, my message was deadTo reach me, write:
ly serious:
RADIO INK,
Radio is in need of aRevB. Eric Rhoads, Publisher
olution.
We must overthrow the
224 Datura Street • Suite 701
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
status quo.
Phone: 561-655-8778
Will you cling to the past
Fax: 561-655-693o
and
say, " It can't be done"? Or
E-mail: Ericrhoads@radioink.com
will you arm yourself and fight
for real change? Radio's opportunity to grow beyond its current minuscule share of ad budgets will not happen just because of the critical mass of consolidated groups. The Radio
Revolution must have acoordinated, nonpolitical effort. It
must be astep-by-step strategic battle plan, with buy- in
from those who can assure implementation at every level.
At my personal expense, Ihave retained ateam of the
finest minds in the marketing world to help me draft abat-

tie plan for taking Radio into the next millennium. It is a
plan unlike anything this industry ever has seen. It is aroad
map to media domination.
This spring, Iwill bring my battle- plan strategists together with key industry leaders for aRevolutionary War
Council, much like that historic meeting in Philadelphia
attended by George Washington and other heroes of America's past. This by- invitation- only event will require the participants to spend aday and ahalf at acentral location,
again at my expense.
During this parliament, Iplan to propose abattle plan
that will grow Radio's share of ad budgets by hundreds of
millions of dollars. This will not be ameeting for the uncommitted or the faint of heart. Iam looking for Thomas
Jefferson, John Hancock, Paul Revere, Samuel Adams and
you, if your heart sings as mine does.
If you don't believe it can happen, Iask only that you
stay out of the way. If you do believe and are with me, then
please let me hear from you. Qi

C-.
13 rriL Rhoads, Publisher

Get The Power of Win \Win Selling from Radio's fastest rising star, Chuck
Mefford. With this revolutionary, proven, powerful selling system, you'll get
awesome, measurable results for your clients every time they
advertise. Your sales will increase dramatically or your money
\back!
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To subscribe, call 1-800-610.5771
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CAPSTAN
If you're at acrossroads in your radio career, don't get
run over—Get Over It! Capstar Broadcasting Partners
has amyriad of career opportunities for radio profes-

topnotch benefits package that includes a401k plan,
professional training and career development opportunities, Capstar can help you get onto exciting chalsionals who want to move ahead with the best in the
lenges with the best that radio has to offer Give any
business. And as the radio industry leader Capstar has one of our five regional offices acall today. Get on the
the resoumes to make adifference in your life. With a road to afuture that takes you places.

BROADCASTING
PARTNERS

Capstar Broadcasting Partners 600 Congress Avenue, Suite 1400, Austin, Texas 78701 www.capstarbroadcasting.com

AC

PG

ATLANTIC STAR

CENTRAL STAR

PACIFIC STAR

GULFSTAR

500 Fifth Avenue, Suite 3000
New York, NY 10110

425 2nd Street, S.E., Suite 450

600 Congress Ave, Suite 1400
Austin, Texas 78701

(319) 365-9431

2550 Fifth Avenue, Suite 723
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 236-9599

Fax (319) 3
63
-8062

Fax (619) 233-6517

FAX (512) 340-7895

(212) 302-2727
Fax ( 212) 302-6457

Cedar Rapids, IA 52401

(512) 340-7850

s
SOUTHERN STAR
13201 Sheridan Street
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33330
(954) 434-5275
Fax (954) 434-5408

PEOPLE IN INK

During his session at the RAB conference, Sean Luce (c) of KLOU St. Louis
shows attendees how to ward off angry customers should they rush you
during your sales presentation.

At the RAB in Dallas, Steve Hicks was awarded Radio Ink's Radio Executive of the
Year honors. Here, publisher B. Eric Rhoads (r) presents Steve with ap!aque and a
Rolex watch.

Dick Orkin and Christine Coyle of Orkin's Radio Ranch sported clean pearly
whites following the RAB's " Don't Make a Sales Call with Spinach in You ,
Teeth" session.

"Hey, over here ... way to the left of
California." Sorensen Pacific
Broadcasting's Curtis Dancoe (I), Power
99 Saipan, and Gabriel Leon Guerrero,
Power 98 Guam, came to the RAB to
enjoy some good-time Radio discussions
and the tropical flavor of Dallas in winter.

Keeping the nonstop entertainment at a fever pitch at this year's RAB,
Siamese twins — joined at the ear — Renee Stowe (I) and Nancy Sirk from
KKDM Des Moines, IA, were brought in to delight the 2,323 attendees.

Or
4
1e
4r

4
11r
Keynote speaker John Alston looked
surprised after an admiring fan yanked
off his wig following the motivational
Saturday morning RAB session.

This year's RAB in Dallas featured the always-popular shadow puppet competition, with Duane Fox, KBAY Horseshoe Bay, TX (c) completing the preliminary "doggy" exercise. Surrounding him are (l- r) Julie Chambers, KMDO/KFTE
Lafayette, LA; Ruth Collins, KPEL Lafayette, LA; Tom Nebel, WDJR/WBCD
Dotham, AL; and Warner Lewis, KLWN/KLZR Lawrence, KS.

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

A "tipp" of the cowboy hat goes to
Irish broadcaster John O'Connell of
TIPP-FM in Clonmel, Tipperary,
Ireland. He came all the way to the
Dallas RAB to see who could tell the
tallest tales: the Irish or the Texans.
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SOLUTIONS

100% Market Share.

Radio Transmitter Manufacturing Capital
Chooses Harris.
Broadcasters understand the significance of 100% market share. It's often
pursued and rarely achieved. It means
that you know your customer's needs...
Your cuality standards are extremely
high...And, you are ahead of the competiticn by leaps and bounds.
Quincy, Illinois is the world capital
for radio broadcast transmitter
manufacturing. It's also a place where
you can go across town to check out a
company's quality standards and demo
new products before making a buying
decision.
With this convenience easily at hand,
all radio broadcasters in Quincy have
chosEn Harris transmitters— hands
dowri. In addition, nineteen other
Harris transmitters are the choice in the
local Hannibal, MO and Keokuk, IA
areas.
Al. of Harris' transmitters are manufactured under strict ISO 9001 quality
control standards which means we take
greal pride in the products we deliver
to our customers. In addition to this,

we support all of our product lines with
a24- hour service number so you can
call anytime day or night. We are a
total solutions supplier who can update
or completely renovate your radio
studio facility from beginning to end—
or supply anything in between.
is what you get when you deal
with acompany that has been in the
Most recent world firsts in
radio broadcast
•1987: Harris introduces Digital
Amplitude Modulation technology used
in DX series medium wave broadcast
transmitters.
•1991: lrlarris demonstrates prototype
digital FM exciter
•1993: Harris introduces DIGIT, world's
first digital FM exciter
•1994: Harris introduces AES3 input
module which allows DIGIT to directly
accept digital studio standard audio
•1996: Harris introduces Platinum ZFM
transmitter and DIGIT CD digital FM exciter
•1997: Harris introduces world's first
uncompressed digital 950 MHz STL

radio broadcast industry for over 75
years— longer than any other U.S.
radio transmitter manufacturer.
When it comes to choosing the best
quality, value, and service, it all boils
down to one simple fact that Quincy
engineers have come to realize: There's
a big difference between ordinary and
extraordinary which can also be the
difference between 0and 100% market
share.
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
U.S. and Canada:
TEL:+ 1217 222-8200
FAX:+1 217 224-1439
Elsewhere
TEL:+1 217 222-8290
FAX:+1 217 224-2764
http://vvww.broadcast.harris.com

M HARRIS
A new world of broadcast solutions

LETTERS
RAB Raspberry

main forever aCRMC. Those clients and Radio friends who
value my hard work, thoughts and contributions to making
Iam very disturbed by RAB's trashing of the CRMC proRadio a "Gets Results" medium will just have to suffer with my
gram and credentials. Ihave been aCRMC for over 18 years.
Iwas angry when RAB gave up " Radio Gets Results" and meaningless certification.
Could you imagine if the college and university that Iatwent with the slogan- of- the- month club for anumber of
tended and have degrees from told me that my degrees were
years. Ithought RAB got it when it went back to the " Radio
now worthless' This is amatter of tradition
Gets Results" marketing position and made acommitment
Dick Taylor, CRMC, GM, Smooth Jazz 97.1 FM, Ocean City, MD
to stick with it. After all, it's frequency that gets results.
Via E-mail from
So, after years of
dtgm@juno.com
building the CRMC
program and explaining
Radio
to advertisers what the
Revolution
value of this certificaNeedless to say, t
tion program meant to
was blown away by
them, RAB is throwing
Saturday's presentation
it out. And with it go
(Feb. 7, 1998, Radio
years of frequency in
Ink's
Radio Wayne
promoting it to the adAwards presentation at
vertising community.
the RAB in Dallas). I
Iam not interested
was shocked, thrilled,
in paying Chris Lytle
humbled and very ap$400 plus annual installments to upgrade to a Radio Ink publisher B. Eric Rhoads steps front and center at the RAB in his call to arms foi aRadio Revolution preciative all at once.
It is agreat honor to
CRMM. I read vorabe recognized by your peers, and Iam excited to accept
ciously everything Ican about Radio, sales, marketing and manthat recognition.
agement. (The CRMC credentials were an indication of aperson
It is very ironic that you chose a "Revolutionary" theme.
who believes in continual and ongoing education. That does not
I
not
only grew up in Brookline, MA, but currently reside
mean Istop trying to learn all that Ican. But Ido not believe
with
my
family in Lexington, MA, "where the American
Chris Lytle has all the answers.) Idon't have 30 more years to exRevolution
began." Ilive amile from Lexington Green,
plain what CRMM means. And Idon't want to have to explain
where
the
minutemen
first fought the British, just as you
why it was changed. Ihave CRMC on all my business cards and
are
calling
for
arms
and
leading the Radio Militia against
correspondence. Iwore my CRMC pin proudly for years.
all
other
media
RAB has betrayed all of us in the CRMC program. Iam
proud of the Ken Costa brainchild to bring astandard level of
professionalism to Radio sales and marketing. Ifor one will re-

rTel

flop Off 40%1

T
HE CHIP OFF CHALLENGE "

Dave Pearlman, co- 000, American Radio Systems
Via E-mail from dpeartman@americanradio.com

UNIQUE PROMOTION
... GREAT PRICE!
CHIP-OFF CHALLENGETM
"On-Location" Golf Entertainment!
Sets up in 10 minutes ... Indoors or Out.
Use it for promotions, events, remotes,
fund-raisers, incentives ...
www.chipoff.com/golf/
1- 888- 656- CHIP
Purchase Price $ 589.

GOLF GETS NOTICED.
10

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

UNTIL APRIL 15/98

CHIP-OFF GOLF, I
NC.
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HEAD ON, "THE BEST
TRAFFIC SYSTEM IN
THE BUSINESS."

Computer Concepts' VT (Visual Traffic)
is the "best traffic system in radio." And
for good reason. Its Windows' based

It's the most flexible, fully integrated
traffic system available today.

visual interface is easy to learn and

STOP and take amoment to

VT offers multi station capabilities from

evaluate your current traffic system.

one location. Add to that pre-defined

With VT's management oriented

management reports, station split functions

approach, you'll keep pace with our rapidly

for billing, A/R, commissions and more...you'll

changing industry whether you run one station

soon discover why VT. makes it safe to play in traffic.

or several groups of stations.

Windows is aregistered trademark of Microsoft

.00 Computer Concepts
Corporation
8375 Melrose Drive • Lenexa, KS 66214 • Toll Free 1-800-255-6350 • Phone 913-541-0900 • Fax 913-541-0169 • www.ccc-dcs.com

"See us at NAB '98 booth # R1.4413"

COMMENTARY

Mike McDaniel
E-mail: What's Your Excuse?

A

sItravel the country preaching the gospel of E-mail, I
hear every imaginable excuse
from broadcasters who are not yet
connected. Less than 20 percent of
all broadcasters have and/or use
E-mail. I'm not talking surfing or
World Wide Web business here, just
plain vanilla E-mail.
Today, more than 70 million people have E-mail. Experts predict that,
in three years, more than 135 million
people will send 500 million messages
aday. By the year 2005, it will be more than live billion
messages aday. It is afast train into your business life, and
you should be on board.
First, with E-mail, you have instant communication with
business associates — faster than afax ( I'll bet you resisted
that five years ago, too) and awhole lot cheaper.
Second, and foremost, is the informality of E-mail. Every
message is already encoded with " to" and " from" addresses
in the "header," and most E-mail programs automatically put
a "signature file" at the end of every message with your name
and sign- off message, so you can get right to the heart of
the matter in seconds.
Imake appointments and schedule promotions and
speaking engagements without ever lifting the phone or
shoveling paper through afax. Ido it all with E-mail. Iwill
be speaking at the NAB in Las Vegas. My topic? "The Seven
E-mail Habits of Highly Successful Broadcasters." The entire set-up and confirmation, the description for the program book, even my picture for the program was done with
E-mail. Good-bye, telephone tag.
There are services out there that allow you to have an
E-mail account for free and not be connected ir,any way

to the Internet. There is no excuse for
not getting on the E-mail train. If you
just stand there on the track, it will run
over you.
Broadcasters with E-mail also receive newsletters and bulletins automatically. Many are part of E-mail
discussion lists that allow one message
to be transmitted automatically to the
hundreds of others in the group. One
of particular interest is the Mutual Trust
Exchange ( MTX for short), with subscribers all over the world. One broadcaster asked about ideas for selling amedical clinic and in
less than aday had adozen money-makers from which to
choose. The same group shared copy for 788 Christmas
Greetings. All this happens in only minutes aday at the keyboard. Would you like to be able to ask 100 friends how to
handle aproblem or to ask for acreative idea? E-mail them.
Some broadcasters have learned to " attach" recorded
commercials to E-mail and send them anywhere. Any file
that can be stored in acomputer can be attached to E-mail.
You don't have to be acomputer geek, the instructions are
in pull- down windows in every E-mail program. Imagine 20
or more voices on your station, for free, doing spots in
digital quality for your local advertisers.
When you sign up for Internet service, get E-mail and
send amessage to me, McD@ncci.net. I'll send you some
white papers about how to be more productive. If you already use E-mail and want the papers, ask. Forget the excuses, it's time to say " Hallelujah."

e

Mike McDaniel is an author, creator of the "Action Auction" promotion and amember of the National Speakers Association. He may be
reached by E-mail at McD@ncci.net or by fax at 8 / 2-847-0167.

"Nails Down Business Like Never Before..."
"What apowerful and effective tool TOMA has proven to be. With your help we were able to sell over $ 100,000
almost immediately in new, non-traditional business."
Brian Fraser, Opus Broadcasting, Medford, OR
"We've generated over $225,000 additional advertising in our first 12 weeks...nails down long-term business like
never before."
Wayne Stephens, Kern Entertainment Radio Group, Bakersfield, CA
Call Larry Messick, V.P. of Broadcast Division at TOMA Research ( 800) 597-9798
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DIGITAL
'DIAL'
TECHNOLOGY
Now You Have
A Choice ...
EKG
RESEARCH •

• 10+ years practical broadcast
research experience ...
• Successful results for major
market clients ...
• Digital ' Dial' Technology
for less ...
EKG RESEARCH saves you
money on Auditorium Music
testing with no compromises!
The same wireless dials you've
heard about—with more
accurate results ...
Not owned by abroadcast
group—no hidden agendas ...

Selected
dates still
available for
your spring
music test!

Fax: 650. 7.?.2 682
EKG@goodratings.com

Real time results—on-site
client viewing ...
New, advanced software—
simple to view results.

CALL TODAY
(561)540-4352
• '
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"It blew away the 8200, both in loudness and clarity."

Robert Mallery, Technical Consultant, Communication Service and Supply

"Heads above all the processors we evaluated."

Ray Baker, Chief Engineer, Ace Radio Broadcasting, Melbourne, Australia

"Super powerhouse processing and abig, tight, bone- jarring bottom end."

Pete Partenio, Audio Specialist, Odyssey Communications

"The station pops right off the dial— it didn't do that before."

Tom Sittner, Chief Engineer of KSJL-FM, San Antonio, Texas

"We're getting calls from listeners commenting about the improvement in reception."

René Engel, General Manager, KCSN, Los Angeles

The Aphex Model 2020 FM Pro
The Writing's on the Wall

API-EX

SYATEMA

Improving the way the world soundssm
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 http://www.aphexsys.com

FORUM

What new or alternative
sales compensation methods
are you using?

Jo Guck Bailey
GM
KYSM-AM/FM, KXLP-FM
North Mankato, MN

Mike Glickenhaus • GM

San Diego, CA

Jim Allan
GSM
KTPK-FM
Topeka, KS

We have apolicy to pay
about 3percent more for
selling our AM station
(Adult Standards). It
works pretty well to drive
sales on that station.
It's easy to throw money
at something, but we've
found that people want
some things other than
money. Perks make things
interesting. We have quarterly bonuses and monthly
incentives, which can be
anything from dinner certificates to time off.
So that it's fair to both experienced and new salespeople, we award incentive
compensation on percentage rather than dollars. We
also have aFriday afternoon- off policy if you are
on projection, making goal.
At least one person will be
there on Friday on arotating basis. In the fourth quarter when we really need to
collect "
90- to 120-day-old"
money, we offer 2-percent
collection bonus.

At the Sales Manager
level, we compensate
based on the success of
the cluster as well as the
individual station. In
some instances we have
a"
point" person who may
have aspecial relationship with an account and
heads the multi- station
pitch. That person gets
an additional percentage
of what is billed on all
our stations as well as on
the specific station.
We offer some additional compensation opportunities for selling
"event" packages and
other means of bringing
in NTR dollars. Primarily, we use cash compensation, but we do have
occasional
contests,
which may include trips.
We also may allow AEs
to accept aportion of any
trade deals they work out
for the company as away
of paying them for the
time they spend putting
the deal together.

We pay asalary or 15 percent, whichever is greater.
We are also the only station in the market to pay
our salespeople an hourly
rate for being on-site at remotes. We think it's important enough to have an
AE at the remote that we
pay for it.
We also have contests where we pay an
extra commission on certain packages. We paid
an extra 5percent to anyone who brought in a
Paul Harvey.
Right now, we're
doing a trip package:
We purchased 20 trips
from Marketing Concepts and put together
spot packages with a
four-day/three-night trip
included. The person
who sells the most packages gets one of the
trips ; and the choices
are diverse, from Colorado to California to
Florida, depending on
his/her preference. ai

KKLQ-FM, KGB- FM, KIOZ-FM,
XTRA-FM, KJQY-FM, KHTS-FM

lia What lessons have you learned as you attempt to build
nonspot dollars.? If you are interested in responding to this future " Forum" question,

SOLD!
WWDC-AM/FM, Washington,
DC, from Capitol Broadcasting
Company to Chancellor
Media Corp., Scott
Ginsburg, President
and CEO for atotal consideration of $ 72,000,000.
Charles E. Giddens
represented the buyer.

RANDALL E. JEFFERY
RANDALL E. JEFFERY, JR.
407-295-2572
ELLIOT B. EVERS
415-391-4877
GEORGE I. OTWELL
513-769-4477
BRIAN E. COBB
CHARLES E. GIDDENS
703-827-2727
RADIO and TELEVISION
BROKERAGE • APPRAISAL:-

Iu
MEDIA VENTURE
PARTNERS
WASHINGTON, DC
ORLANDO • CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

or others, contact Steve Warren at 561-655-.8778.
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THE WIZARD OF ADS

Off With Their Heads
Declare War on Print Ads

0

ROY H.

QUICK

READ
A

The Radio stations of
America are given
just 1.3 percent of
the ad dollars spent
in our nation each
year.

A

More money is spent
on direct mail in 17
days than is spent
on Radio in ayear.

A

Compared with direct
mail, Radio's ability
to target is fuzzy,
unfocused and inefficient at best.

A

Radio's ability to
target is not impressive, yet the true
strengths of Radio
continue to make it
the most effective
medium of advertising in the world.

A

The Golden Age of
Radio is just ahead
if Radio stations
will work together
and use the true
strengths of Radio
to their strategic
advantage.

n ascale of one to
100, Radio currently scores a 1.3 with
the advertisers of America. If
this doesn't anger you, it
should. According to Advertising Age, the Radio staWILLIAMS tions of America are given
just 1.3 percent of the ad dollars spent in
our nation each year.
Advertisers vote with dollar bills, and
it is direct mail they have elected to be King
of Advertising, giving him awhopping 28
percent of all votes cast. More money is spent
on direct mail in 17 days than is spent on
Radio in ayear.
The appeal of direct mail is qualitative
targeting. Compared with direct mail, Radio's
ability to target is fuzzy, unfocused and inefficient at best. Yet, you continue to pitch
qualitative because it's what makes your station alittle bit different than the other Radio
stations in your town, and you believe these
stations to be your primary competitors. It
is this tunnel vision that causes you to miss
98.7 percent of the ad dollars.
Radio's ability to target is not impressive, yet Radio's strengths continue to make
it the most effective medium of advertising
in the world. Unfortunately, the true
strengths of Radio are seldom mentioned by
Radio reps because they are true for all stations and are therefore not good tools for
selling against one another.
If you remain convinced that the secret
of more effective advertising is " to reach the
right people," you need to work for DataMark, adirect- mail company specializing in
geodemographic targeting. Here's how your
new sales pitch will sound:
"My company will conduct acomputerized
search and analysis of all known data about
every individual on your customer list. All you'll
'geed are the names and addresses of all the people who ever have written you acheck. We'll
study the cars they drive, the houses they live in,
the magazines they read and the appliances they

e •
have purchased. We'll cross reference their educational profiles with their current credit reports.
And that's just to get started.
"When we're finished, we'll be able to tell
you precisely what quirks your customers have
in common. We're going to tell you specifically
how they are different from their neighbors. And
then we'll print mailing labels for all the people
who fit your customer profile precisely, but who
were not on your customer list. The computer
analysis is free. The mailing labels are cheap.
Are you interested?"
And qualitative targeting is Radio's
unique selling proposition?
Ifear that many broadcasters live in small,
private worlds where their only competitors
are the other Radio stations in town. These
broadcasters spend their days squabbling over
the 1.3 percent as though it's all the money
there is in the world. Meanwhile, direct mail
and newspaper are wolfing down afeast fit
for aking, saying, " Let Radio eat cake. They
are lucky to get the one- point- three."
Are you going to keep fighting among
yourselves for the table scraps, or are you
ready to take over the castle? The Golden
Age of Radio is just ahead if Radio stations
will work together and use the true strengths
of Radio to their strategic advantage.
Qualitative targeting is not Radio's greatest strength. The true strengths of Radio are
the intrusive nature of sound, the medically
proven superiority of echoic retention and
the engaging power of words when spoken
by the human voice.
United you stand. Divided you fall. I
agree with Eric. It's time for aRadio Revolution. Are you in? à

Roy H. Williams is President of Roy H. Williams Marketing.
He may be reached at 512-282-6355 or by E-mail at roy@rbw.com
To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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CLEARLY THE BEST THING TO HAPPEN
TO AM RADIO SINCE DRIVETIME.
INTRODUCING THE FIRST 100% DIGITAL, FULLY PROGRAMMABLE,
FM- LIKE SOUND FOR AM. Reaching alarger audience with bright,
clear, punchy sound just got noticeably simpler. Because the new
OPTIMOD 9200 offers adramatic improvement in both voice and
music quality, while giving you the ability to program AM sound exactly
to your audierce. Just push abutton or program remotely via PC.
Whether ifs music, sports or news/talk, Orban's powerful
digital technology provides an ideal balance between optimum
loudness and high quality sound. So pumping, grittiness and
midr3nge "spash" that muddle AM sound are gone.
Instead, announcer and telephone voices have true presence
and impact. Music has real bass, with punch and warmth, not boom.
Highs have FM- like clarity. All of which means you'll attract a
bigg3r share of that lucrative drivetime audience, and keep it.

orban
H A Harman

International Company

Ml 1997 Orlan. Inc Orhan and OPT11400 are registered trademarks. 1529 Alvarado St. San Leandro. CA 94577 USA

Phone 1.510.351.3500 Fax 1.510.35100500 E-mail, custseraorhanaorn Website. varembar..com

MANAGIRMINT

8o Questions to Ask Before
Structuring aConsolidation Sell

M

DAVE

"To maximize
sales without
sacrificing
my average
unit rate,
which
organizational
structure is
best for

my

particular
situation?"
18

ost SMs struggling to
structure effective
consolidation sales efforts only are concerned with
solving their own particular
problems. From awider perspective, here is the bottom line
GIFFORD as Isee it: There is no single,
one- size- fits- all, magic formula for structuring
consolidation sales efforts. Given the differences
in market realities, every situation is different.
It's anew game with no rules. Unfortunately,
too many stations decide on structure before
doing their homework and therefore fail to address all of the considerations.
To spare you the same predictable fate
(having to restructure all over again), what follows are aseries of questions designed to help
you arrive at aconclusive answer to one final
deciding question:
"To maximize sales without sacrificing my
average unit rate, which organizational structure is best for my particular situation?"
1. How are you structured now?
2. What are the market realities?
3. Specifically, what are each of your competitors doing?
4. What are the consequences if you don't
change?
5. Who should determine overall market
strategy: corporate or local management? Why?
6. What is your overall objective: to dominate your market ( Dominate or Die?) simply
to become more competitive or to survive until
aCapstar, aJacor or awho-knows-what comes
along and makes you an offer you can't refuse?
7. To fast- forward this process, is there an
obvious imperative — a "sales format" hole just
begging to be filled?
8. What are the individual strengths of each
of your stations ( ratings/recent rating
trends/ratings consistency/strength in their
target demo/demo distribution/time spent listening/on-air talent/promotions/listener involvement/community involvement/signal
coverage/commercial environment/creativity/commercial production/co-op and vendor
expertise/value-added services/marketing
savvy/advertiser acceptance/client service/over-
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all value/professionalism/marketability/etc.)?
9. As individual stations, what are their
weaknesses?
10. If the vast majority of your stations are
strong enough to stand on their own feet,
would you be better off ( gross revenues and
average unit rate) to sell one, more or all of
your stations individually?
11. Also, given human nature ( salespeople
like to sell what is easy to sell, not what is difficult to sell), would you be better off ( gross
revenues and average unit rate) if your stations
compete head- to- head?
12. Given your variety of formats and corresponding mixed demos ( if applicable), does
it make sense to cluster your stations at all?
13. What would the local and regional advertising agencies prefer you to do? Why?
14. What would your national rep prefer
you to do? Can she/he quantify the recommendation?
15. Will acluster- sell result in an increase
or decrease in your average unit rate?
16. If you cluster your stations, how are you
going to protect the rates of your "cash cows,"
your highest- rated stations?
17. Consolidation in most markets currently is netting lower cost- per- points than in the
preconsolidation era primarily because most
stations fail to justify the rates of their combo
or whatever by first selling the media values
of each station. If, as you learned in school,
"the whole is greater than the sum of its parts,"
how are you going to position your clustersell to demand ahigher cost- per- point?
18. If, like vendor and nontraditional revenue specialists, you package your sales promotions with asingle total cost rather than a
spot cost breakout, do you think it's possible
to get away from cost- per- point selling? With
the agencies and the buying services as well?
19. If you are successful in increasing your
cost- per- point, how are you going to replace —
every time you raise your rates — the revenue
base you're certain to lose when whole layers of
small advertisers no longer can afford you?
20. Do you have any tangible evidence (not
speculation) that acluster-sell will make you more
competitive? Can you quantify same?
20
0.
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Here are three ways Eventide can help:

onsolidation

brings market efficiencies, but also

big headaches and challenges. It's essential for
management to keep track of multiple stations. And
keeping a legal record of what was said and when
commercials aired is also more important than ever.

BOTTOM
vent •

Several groups have standardized on Eventide Digital
Audio Loggers. Our economical VR204 records up to
550 hours on atiny palm-sized cassette. VR204 records
up to 4 channels simultaneously so you can keep tabs
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17,

on the competition's spot loads, play lists and talent
while you record your own stations. New!! Now
Eventide loggers let you record/play in HiFi for full
"broadcast quality." Ideal for show replays, time zone

LINE

delays, etc.

E ventide's
L shows

BD500 Broadcast Delay makes talk

run smoother and sound better, for less. The

BD500's multiple dump feature divides
the delay time into several "slices" so
you're still safely in delay even right after
a "durnp." It's the hassle-free talk
solution.., even when air talent is
working without aproducer. No
other delay offers Eventide's high
quality patented catch-up technology for clean audio combined
with fast catch-up. And it's the
only delay with optional digital
inputs and outputs for new all-

BROADCASTING

digital studios. Yet the BD500 costs thousands less than our previous delay unit.

W

ant to increase creativity without
adding personnel? Add life to

drive-time shows? Win new advertisers with better station- produced spots? An Eventide Ultra- Harmonizer ®
brand effects processor really does all that. Designed
specifically for

radio and

production,

the

new

DSP4000B Ultra- Harmonizer features radio effects
designed by production whiz Jay Rose. Hundreds of
comic voices, sound effects, reverbs, pitch changers
and more are instantly accessible at the touch of abutton. Plus, the DSP4000B has superb Timesqueeze®

Better managed,
better sounding
radio yields
better results.

time compression/expansion capability. The DSP4000B
has optional digital I/O to interface easily with digital
editors and consoles. It's the radio effects box designed
to bring stations more business and more listeners.
The bottom line: Eventide broadcast products are
potent tools for today's radio. To learn more, talk to
your broadcast distributor, call Eventide direct at 201641-1200, or see our website, www.eventide.com.

Eventide
the next step
One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, NJ 07643
Tel: 201-641-1200
Email: broadcast@eventide.com

Fax: 201-641-1640

Web: www.eventide.com

MANAGEMENT
21. Will acluster- sell make you more
competitive with newspapers, TV, cable,
direct mail, etc.?
22. Will acluster- sell give you abetter chance to sell bigger accounts nationally and/or regionally and/or
locally? Why? Which national, regional
and local accounts?
23. Will acluster- sell result in more
opportunities to increase revenues from
sales promotions and big events?
24. Will acluster- sell help you generate more new business? Why? What is
your proof?
25. Will acluster- sell help you gain
more nontraditional Radio business?
Why? What is your proof?
26. In strategically structuring your
clusters to siphon off revenues from your
competitors, how are you going to do
that without sacrificing the time and effort required to develop more nontraditional business?
27. Are you likely to benefit more via
specialization ( key accounts department/vendor/recruitment/whatever) with
acluster- sell? Why?

28. Which structure provides you
with greater opportunities to sell Radio
creatively? Why?
29. Which structure offers you the best
opportunity to generate more long-term
business? Why?
30. Which structure will better protect you for the next recession? Why?
31. Would it make sense to skew your
sales effort toward aregional approach and
thereby offer coverage blanketing the distribution channels of key regional accounts?
32. Would it make sense to offer your
stations on anon- wired network basis
with one- invoice billing?
33. Is it possible to add non-company
stations to your cluster or regional network sell?
34. If you go with acluster- sell, how
should you cluster? By demo, by gender,
by demo and gender, all AMs, all FMs?
Should you cluster by cume and sell like
the old CBS 50-watt clear channel AM
stations did with the "Why Buy Cume?"
presentations? How about a "Cross- Section Connection" cluster, abirth- to- death
12+ cluster? How about saving one of
your AM station for small advertisers
(priced to attract and maintain small ad-

PRAYER
BREAKFAST
AT THE SPRING NAB
YOU'RE INVITED FOR AN HOUR OF FELLOWSHIP WITH
OTHER BROADCASTERS DURING THE SPRING NAB .
FEATURED GUEST: TO BE ANNOUNCED
EMMAUS? GREAT BANQUET? CURSILLO? PROMIS E
KEEPERS? NAVIGATORS? PAX CHRISTI?
W HAT'S YOUR WALK?
WE GATHER TOGETHER .
NAB LAS VEGAS, HILTON BALLROOM " D"
TIME: 7:00-9:00AM
DATE: APRIL 6
NON- DENOMINATIONAL. COFFEE AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST SERVED AT NO CHARGE.

20
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vertisers only)?
35. Should you reformat one or more
of your stations to strengthen agiven
demographic cluster?
36. Should you "counter format" to
weaken the numbers of acompetitor's
stronger cluster- sell?
37. Should you buy aformat competitor ("market franchise") to guarantee
you agreater margin of protection of
your ratings and revenue?
38. Is it possible one of your competitors, anxious to strengthen their cluster- sell in anoncompeting demo cell,
may be willing to trade stations with you,
thereby allowing you to strengthen the
numbers of your target demo?
39. Even though most cluster- sell stations benefit from ratings stabilization
(three stations go up in the ratings while
only two stations go down), it's also possible for all five stations to go down. Have
you prepared ahit- the- streets- running
"spin response" for such acalamity?
40. If you cluster- sell your stations,
how are you going to price out each station within each given cluster?
41. Regardless of how you structure
your cluster-sell, are you planning to separate budgets and sales projections for
each station within agiven cluster?
42. If you decide to go with aclustersell, how are you going to sell each cluster? With one or more sales staffs? Why?
43. How many of your salespeople
are expert enough to sell three or more
stations?
44. If you decide to go with aclustersell, what about your entry-level recruits?
Are you going to assign them "X" number of stations to sell from the very beginning, or start them with only one or
two stations until they prove they can
properly represent more stations? Why?
45. In those situations where agiven
rep is selling three or more stations,
should the stronger of those three be
their major focus? Why?
46. How are you going to assign accounts and agencies? Why?
47. How are you going to fairly distribute leads?
48. In an agency cluster- sell, are you
better off selling your stations with only
one salesperson representing all your
stations, or with more salespeople per
agency? Why?
49. If you go with acluster- sell, will
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any existing or pending legislation make
their vested interests ( cultural con71. Are you going to consolidate in
it illegal to "force" abuy of all the staflicts/values conflicts/role conflicts/poone building?
tions in agiven cluster?
litical conflicts/personality conflicts/
72. What redundancies ( traffic/copy50. In the interest of flexibility, are
departmental conflicts/procedural conwriting/production/programming/
you willing to break policy to allow
flicts/resource/conflicts)?
program consultants/ promotions/sales
bigger accounts to buy individual sta64. Have you thought about asking /engineering marketing/management/
tions " ala carte" to make their own
your salespeople which station or cometc.) can be eliminated?
"Chinese menu" choices?
bination of stations they'd like to sell?
73. What systems do you need to im51. To compete ( survive), are you will65. How are you going to compensate
plement to reduce the time and costing to bonus whole stations to make you your SMs and salespeople?
of- sales of placing, monitoring and
mare competitive? Wholesale Radio?
66. Do you think it might be agood
billing orders properly?
52. To compete, are you willing to
idea to build into both compensation
74. How much money can you send
bonus spots and thereby end up reto the bottom line by laying down fourducing your average unit rate?
and five- hour shift voice tracks in 20 min53. In pricing your cluster- sell,
utes or less?
haw can you avoid making it look
75. Are you aware you probably won't
like your individual station rates
save as much money as you think?
were purposely made to look artiPoint: Consolidation is not about savficially higher?
ing. It's about maximizing sales. You will
54. To control your market and
end up playing into the
thus end up getting higher shares
hands of your comof business on every buy, might
petitors if you concenit be smart to under- price your
trate on saving rather
cluster- sell?
than maximizing.
55. Will joint promotions (shared
76. What else can a
with other stations in the same cluster)
cluster- sell gain you
result in higher revenues, or will you end
that asingle- station
up netting less because too many valusell can't?
able avails get eaten up with promos?
77. How are you
56. Given that, like everyone else afgoing to position
fected by consolidation, your job deyour
structural
scription will change, how are you going
change with adto manage doing more things in the same
. vertisers and agenamount of time? More stations to mancies ( especially in
age means more problems, and more
the
beginning
problems means more of your time will
plans ameaningful incentive tor inwhen, because nobody will buy you just
be taken up putting out fires.
creasing your average unit rate and for because you're bigger, you can expect
57. If you cluster-sell, what staff changes going after more new and nontraditionan initial slowdown in sales)?
will you need to make?
al Radio business?
78. How are you going to overcome
58. How many managers will you need?
67. If you're planning to hire or add
resistance from those who resent what
What will they manage?
Sales Assistants, how many?
they perceive to be an attempt to create
59. Given that fires get put out quick68. Do you think it might be agood aRadio monopoly?
er when your SMs are closer to the heat,
idea to build production incentives into
79. What are you going to do to guarmight you be better off with one Ditheir compensation plans as well?
antee asmooth transition? Note: See
rector of Sales and "X" number of Field
69. What other resources do you need "Achieving Duopoly Détente" ( 13 ways
SMs on the street with your salespeople for acluster- sell that you don't have now
to meld the cultural differences of two
three or four days aweek?
(laptop computers for on- site presentaformer enemies under one common own60. Should your National SM repretions/a tell- all software package to upership) in the Feb. 12-25, 1996 issue of
sent all of your stations, or do you need grade your traffic system/exclusive Radio Ink.
more than one NSM?
plans- to- purchase research/etc.)?
80. Given your answers to the above
61. How are you going to "sell" your
70. In converting acluster- sell and questions, to maximize sales without sacpeople on their new and/or modified thereby going after bigger accounts and
rificing your average unit rate, which orroles? ( You can't manage change until
selling at the highest marketing levels ganizational structure is best for your
you first sell change.)
within those companies, what training particular situation? à
62. In anticipating resistance, how do do you need to offer your salespeople
you plan to overcome it?
that they're not getting now? It's time Dave Gifford is President of Dave Gifford
63. How are you going to referee the
(past time) to redefine and rewrite the International. He may be reached at
inevitable conflicts between people and job description of Radio's salespeople.
800-TALK-GIP
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I'm Eric Rhoads, Publisher of Radio Ink.
We publish and print hundreds of books
every year. Why not let Radio Ink publish
your station book? This is the best NTR
income since Iinvented the Giant Boom Box!
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What better station promotion than your air personality's publishing abook!
Imagine abook about your station or one of
your personalities. Involving your listeners in
the book-writing process, then mixing and
mingling with them at book-signing events,
your air talent will be the talk of the town.
This self-liquidating promotion tool creates
enormous new revenue opportunities and gives
your staff achance to sell clients who are normally difficult to sell.

RADIO INK PRESS WILL HANDLE
ALL THE DETAILS.

We'll plan it, write it, copy-edit it, proof it,
design it, do all the pre-press development and

printing. We'll even provide the promotional
support. All you have to do is sell it!

THIS IS ASELF-LIQUIDATING PROMOTION
THAT WON'T COST YOUR
STATION ADIME. IN FACT,
YOU'LL MAKE MONEY ON IT!
Interested? Call Gary Taylor today
to explore available release dates.
1998 opportunities are limited.

TRADE SHOWS

NAB Buying Plan
How to Go Prepared

Ite
ReoNAL

Before you buy,
do your homework.

CHIP

QUICK

READ

A It's time to get ready
for the broadcasting
industry's most
important purchasing
opportunity of the
year: the NAB Show.
A Accept the buyer/
seller relationship on
the show floor. You
are there to shop
and gather information, the exhibitors
are there to sell.
A Preparation is the
name of the game.
When your goals are
clearly mapped out
in writing, you're a
lot less likely to get
distracted or
seduced into purchasing something
you neither wanted
nor needed.
A Plan ahead and prioritize. Decide which
exhibitors are
absolute "must-sees."
A You'll be in better
shape to make
sound buying decisions if you avoid
getting too tired.
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Well, another year
has gone by, and
MORGAN
it's that time again
— time to get ready for the broadcasting industry's most important purchasing opportunity of the year: the NAB Show. More than
100,000 industry professionals from over 130
countries will attend the NAB '98 Show this
April 6to 9in Las Vegas. Here are afew steps
to take to make the NAB less painful.
For starters, accept the buyer/seller relationship on the show floor. You are there
to shop and gather information ; the exhibitors are there to sell. Preparation is the
name of the game. Before you buy, do your
homework. Get the facts from as many nonbiased sources as possible, and know what
you need before you get there. When your
goals are clearly mapped out in writing,
you're alot less likely to get distracted or seduced into purchasing something you neither wanted nor needed.
Plan ahead and prioritize. Decide which
exhibitors are absolute "must- sees." Choose
ahandful, and write out afew questions to
ask each one, then carry your list in anotebook. You'll look like aserious customer and
probably will garner more attention from
salespeople. Here are acouple of other tips:
•The first and last hours of the day tend
to be less crowded.
•To maximize your chances of getting
in and out with ease, consider using ahighlighter to color- code your floor map.
•Don't let yourself get burned out. Take
abreak when you have to, but call it aday
after five or six hours to avoid "information
overload." Review the literature you've gathered and make notes. If you came with agroup,
get together with your co-workers to do the
same. You'll be in better shape to make sound
buying decisions if you avoid getting too tired.

• Keep apositive attitude. The NAB
Show is afantastic way to glean information
from vendors about cutting- edge technology. This is your opportunity to check out
state-of-the-art products before the rest of
the world. You'll meet experts who can offer
helpful advice about problems you might
have experienced in the past, so make time
to seek out other Radio people.
•Make several trips through the exhibit
hall to ensure you haven't missed anything important. Three or four times through is agood
number. It gives you time to run through your
"must- see" list, then asecond time for a "wantto-see" list. Once you've seen everything you
came to see and the pressure is off, take at least
one more relaxed trip around— you might discover something you weren't even looking for.
Don't forget, there will be booths offering information on everything from antennas and
tower accessories to digital audio broadcasting and much more. If you've had apassing interest in digital consoles or data broadcasting,
here's your chance to go to the source.
•Finally, don't forget to follow through
after the show while details still are fresh in
your mind. Take your time going through all
the material you've collected one last time.
Make piles and throw out anything you probably won't need again, or file it away for future use. If you collected any samples, use
them right away. M

Chip Morgan is President of CMBE, Inc., afacility design and integration firm.
He may be reached at 530-6 76-4 344 or by E-mail at Chip@CMBE.com
To subscribe, call 1-800.610-5771
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25 interview
INK: What is a day in the life of Art
Bell like?
BELL: When Iget off the air, Itypically
go out back and play some racquetball
to loosen myself up — because, when
you get off the air from a five- hour
Radio program, you have enough
adrenaline pumping to go fight the Iraq
war single-handedly. I try to wear
myself out. Then, Itry to go to sleep
around 5:00 in the morning. Iusually
sleep until about 9:00 a.m. Iget up and
spend my time during the middle of the
day doing business. Later in the day,
around 4:00 to 5:00, Igo to sleep for
three to four hours. Iget up, prepare for
the show, and away we go again.

.4

than most city newsrooms have. Ihave
every satellite service you could imagine. Ihave four computers sitting in the
house, ready to go on the Internet on
amoment's notice. Ihave Tech's News
Services. Ihave more information now
than Ihad when Iworked for most
major broadcast stations, and I've
worked for abunch.

ing the day.
Ihave been anight person all my
life. Iworked either 7p.m. to midnight
or midnight to 6a.m. The show Iam
doing now, and that seems so successful, Ihave been doing for 13 to 14
years. Idid it from a50,000- watt station in Las Vegas and used to commute
back and forth. All of this syndication
grew out of doing that show in Las
CHILDREN OF THE NIGHT
Vegas. It is, essentially, the same show
What is the best part about the
that Idid there. The only difference
people who listen to the Radio late
is then Ihad to drive 120 miles to do
at night vs. the people who punch
it, every day. Now, all Ihave to do is
in and out during the day?
walk into the other room.
Why do "night people" gravitate
There is a world of difference.
toward calling Radio stations?
They are completely different people.
The people at night don't have the hum
At night, people are willing to conNow, Iwork from home and have and the buzz of all the activity going sider the howling wolves, the vampires
astudio here with aKU- Band Uplink.
on, phones ringing, and all that and all of these things we talk about:
Iwalk from one room to the other. I baloney. They have time to listen, dithe chupacabra, alien abductions.
have everything here, probably more gest, be open-minded and think about Things at night are unseen, and what
than anybody could ask for, and more
things they wouldn't even consider dur- you cannot see, you can imagine, so
your mind and imagination take off.
It is just something that doesn't happen during the day.
Listening to the big corporate
types who would bring me to daytime
would be the biggest mistake of my life.
So you will never see it happen. Iwill
stay right where Iam. Iwill live and
die in the night
Will your show change?
Ido that every other night anyway. Ido the unexpected, completely.
From night to night Ihave no idea what
Iam going to do.
Are people over- exposed to what
they have seen on television and
heard on Radio all day by the time
they get to the evening?
Certainly. Over the last couple of
years, Talk Radio has been too carried
away with politics and Washington,
D.C. Most of what has been done in

I
wH live and
die in'the night.
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Washington, D.C., is utterly irrelevant to the everyday lives of the American people. They have become bored
with it.
And, to some degree, the fate of
the ratings of some of the daytime political pounders has fallen because people are getting bored with it.
If you look around the dial right
now, those shows that are not concentrating on politics — for example,
Dr Laura — and people who talk about

The millennium is spooking
some people.
Well, it should spook them. If you
look at every avenue of human endeavor right now, whether it be political, social, economic or environmental, events
are moving at afaster and faster pace,
exponentially faster. They are moving
toward some sort of event. As far as I'm
concerned, it is not the end of the world.
But I'm not aprophet, so I'm not prophesying what is going to occur. But there

book The Quickening. The book is not a
work of fiction. It is adocumentation
of the speed of change.

CH- CH- CH- CHANGES
What do you speculate will be
changing, and when?
It will not necessarily be when the
clock clicks over to the year 2000, or
2001, depending on what you think the
new millennium is, but it is not very far
down the line either. Let's take crime for

At night, people are willing to consider
the howling wolves, the vampires and all of these
things we talk about.
everyday life are having alot of success right now. Talk Radio has to grow
up and realize that there is more to life
than what goes on in Washington,
D.C., if it wants to survive as the No.
1format.

is going to be an event and achange.
Over the years of doing this Talk
show, Ibegan to take note of the speed
of the changes and began to talk about
it on the Radio. One day, Ipicked up
the phrase "the quickening." Possibly,
it was some sort of subconscious recMILLENNIUM MADNESS
ollection of the movie Highlander, which
Wiat are going to be the big topics
used that term. It just seemed like the
in the next year or two?
right word, so Istarted talking about
Cloning probably is going to be a it. The audience would call me and say,
gigantic topic. The ethics of the sci"Look, Art, sure it looks that way, but
ence we are quickly moving toward is we've just got more communication.
going to be abig debate. We are beWe've got the Internet, we've got inginning to be able to do things with
stant communication, so you're just
science that are getting close to God's
hearing about all of this alot more than
realm. We are going to be debating you used to."
whether we should or should not be
Iwould counter them by saying,
doing these things.
"No, that's not true. Ihave had access
A lot of what is coming over the to instant news for the last decade plus.
next few years is going to be techniIam telling you these changes in the
cal/ethical debates. In other words, a speed of events are real." Finally, Iwas
lot of what is coming is that the milforced to write abook and document
lennium will come and there will be the fact that these changes are real,
millennium madness in it.
which is the reason why Iwrote the

example. [ The rates of] some forms of
crime are down now, but the nature of
crime utterly and completely has changed.
Life has kind of cheapened. You
now are more likely to be killed by
somebody that you don't know. There
was aday in America, and not very long
ago, that if you were going to be killed
or murdered, it would be by someone
you know, usually for specific reasons
or with aspecific motive. Now, you are
more likely to be killed by acomplete
stranger for undefined reasons and
without motivation — just killed randomly on the street
Do you see any cataclysmic events
happening worldwide?
Yes, with changes. Again, if you
look at what is going on right now with
the environment, we have ice fields in
the Antarctic, which our scientists are
telling us literally are melting and
preparing to break off. We have the
thinning of the ozone layer, producing
28 0.•
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found water at the poles.

ultraviolet radiation that is causing, by
law, school children in Australia to have
to wear hats to school to cover their
heads. We have weather changes that
no longer are arguable.
We have Mt. Etna, which is beginning to erupt. We are in this modern day
and age where they have aMt. Etnacam so you can go on the Web and actually watch the lava flow down the side
of Mt. Etna in Sicily. What is all this
leading to? I'm not aprophet ;Iam just
an observer, so Ifeel it is leading to a
change. It is leading to something.

GLOBELL
What are going to be the big war
and peace issues for us over the
next couple of years?
Absolutely, biological weapons.
Chemical weapons are very difficult to
spread ;but biological weapons, unfortunately, amplify themselves. Ican assure you that Iraq, Iran and other
countries are busily cooking up some
of the worst bugs you could imagine in
your greatest nightmare. These are the
things that can begin very small and

to worry about, don't worry about the big
things. Worry about the little things.

DOWN-TO-EARTH BUSINESS
Does your new deal with Jacor make
you more establishment?
No, it does not. Iperceive the relationship as areally good one. Jacor is
actually kind of like me. Iam afierce
competitor, personally. Ilove competition. Ilove getting in there and plugging away. Sure, Iwant the ratings, but
it is not because of the money that is
connected to the ratings. It is because
it means Idid agood job. It is an affir-

The real fear is not going to be
nuclear weapons. It is going to be the little things
that are going to get you.
IT'S OUT THERE
What are your thoughts regarding
space exploration?
There was aFlorida Today story on
Jan. 24, indicating that NASA now has
ordered that all projects aimed at sending humans to Mars or back to the
Moon have been canceled. Now, they
are going to suggest it is because they
don't have the money. However, at a
time when our scientists have announced that there is life inside aMartian rock, it seems to be a strange
moment to suggest that manned space
flights have been canceled. In effect,
we have been quarantined.
Were there any plans underway?
Yes. We have had ajoint mission
plan with the Russians to Mars, for example, for some time. Very recently,
they were talking about lunar colonization, based on the fact that they

get very large, if not worldwide. The
real fear is not going to be nuclear
weapons. It is going to be the little
things that are going to get you.
What is your take on the Middle
East situation?
We are convinced that Saddam is
hiding biological warfare weapons for
massive destruction. Saddam has suggested that he has enough chemical, or
biological, weapons to erase Tel Aviv from
the map. Or he is going to send somebody over with something in abackpack
that is going to come across our southern porous border and there is going to
be an act of terrorism.
Ithink our policy is that if there was
abiological strike at the United States,
we would respond with nuclear weapons,
at least theater- type nuclear weapons. The
nature of warfare is changing quickly before our eyes. So if you want something

mation of doing agood job. For the first
30 years of my broadcasting career,
money was not the result of good ratings. Istarved to death like everybody
else in Radio. So, the ratings to me are
very important, but it is not because
of the money. It is just because it means
Imust be doing the right thing
Did you and Randy Michaels have
any good one-on-one sessions during your negotiation?
Oh, yes. Ihave watched Jacor be
the most competitive organization out
there and just go raging across America doing all the right things in terms of
consolidation of syndicated programs,
as well as of buy-outs of Radio stations.
They have been fiercely competitive,
so they are my kind of people.
Obviously, Radio is being consolidated all over the place, not just with
30
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Jacor, but Jacor is the best at what they
do. So, during the time that everybody
was trying to buy — and Ican assure
you ABC, Westwood One and all of
them came after us — Iwas praying
that Jacor would be the one that ended
up getting us, because they are aggressive as hell and so am I.
So, you and Randy are in aroom
together; there is afly on the wall.
What would the fly hear?
Jacor is on its way to owning the
world. Ithink they believe it, and Icertainly believe it. They have Rush, Laura
and Art Bell. They are going to dictate who
succeeds in the ratings and who does not.
Is consolidation working for our
industry?
Ihave concerns about it. Irealize
that if Iam on 400 Radio stations,
which Iam, it may mean there are 400
people who don't have jobs in small
markets. Yet, this is atrend that is way
beyond my ability to control. All Ican
try to do is bring the best programming
and the most entertaining programming
Ican to those 400 Radio stations.

what Rush does, and everybody started
doing what Rush did. Now, we've got a
million Rush clones out there
Why do conservatives have more
Talk shows?
Because Rush was aconservative
and enjoyed the kind of success he had,
everybody else fell right into that mold
and thought the key to success was
right-wing conservative Talk Radio.
We've gotten so much of that we're
ready to throw- up, and we're still getting that nausea. There was Bob Grant

•Leisure Activities:
Racquetball, ham Radio, electronics, computers, the Internet
•Recommended Reading:
Michael Crichton, Richard
Preston, Tom Clancy
•Mentor or Role Model:
Business: Alan Corbeth;
Creative: Orson Welles
•If you had 30 minutes to sit
and talk with one person,
whom would you choose?
Barry Goldwater
•If you could go back in time,
where would you go? Late ' 5os
•To whom did you listen on the
Radio when you were growing
up? WABC New York, WKBY Buffalo, WLS Chicago
•What did you want to be when
you grew up? Of someday being
on a5o,000-watt Radio station
•What is your pet peeve with
Radio? People who don't turn
off their damn Radios when they
get on the air
•As a listener, what is your favorite format? What am Igoing to
say, Punk Rock? Of course it's Talk.

MYSTERY OF TALK
Why has Talk Radio created such a
following?
Ispent 30 years in Rock Radio. As
Igot older, Ifound Ibegan to get bored
with music. Ibegan to turn to Talk Radio
as afar more complex and interesting
interactive format than Rock Radio.
There's too much politics on Radio.
There is not enough variety or reflection of real life beyond the Beltway. It
started with Rush Limbaugh. Rush, of
course, is absolutely superb at what he
does. The moment all this happened,
everybody else decided that the only
proper formula for Talk Radio was to do

before there was Rush, and G. Gordon
Liddy was walking the walk long before he was talking the talk. But it's articulated best by Rush.
Talk Radio has to grow up. Idon't
want to see alot of Art Bell clones out
there, which already has begun. My
biggest complaint is copycats in Talk
Radio. The formula to success is not
necessarily right-wing conservative Talk
Radio. Come on, folks, wake up. Art
Bell is asuccess because he didn't copy
somebody else.

e

•What is your
E-mail address?
artbell@aol.com
•The most embarrassing thing
that ever happened in my career was ... At KDWN Las Vegas
Idid an all-night show. It was
about 2:00 a.m., and brown water
began dripping from the ceiling. I
called the owner, who thought it
was funny until Itold him it was
dripping on his equipment. Iinterviewed the hotel maintenance guy
on the air, where he revealed to
me and everybody else that the
brown water was an overflowed
toilet. The next morning the hotel
issued an eviction notice to the
Radio station, until it was pointed
out that all the information that
went out on the air came from
their own maintenance guy.
•What has been your most unattainable goal? Quitting
smoking.
•Of what achievement are you
most proud?
Of being an original
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OF INNOVATION

As radio changes, TAPSCAN is responding. The new radio landscape has unprecedented needs. Groups
are seeking economies of scale and standardization, and the industry is now poised to dramatically
increase its share of the advertising pie. Now in its 15th year, TAPSCAN is introducing an extraordinary
number of important solutions to accommodate the evolving industry.
The first wave of new tools, released at the RAB in Dallas, includes:
•amore powerful mixed media system designed to help the industry target
the other 93% of advertising revenue
•afull- featured new TAPSCAN for smaller market stations
•an entirely new revenue management concept designed for managers who
must meet and exceed budgets.
Over the coming months, look for many other new innovations, including software for the new MOBILTRAK
service.
Fifteen years of iinnoyation is just the beginning.
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1-800-TAPSCAN
TAPSCAN, I
NC., 3000 Riverchase Galleria - Birmingham, AL
TAPSCAN is a registered mark of TAPSCAN. INC.
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Major broadcasters worldwide
choose Dalet
more than any other system.
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Jim McGiuern,
Chief Engineer, Emmis Hew York
[Hot 9l, Kiss EM, CD 101.914

Whether you are alarge or small
market station, Dalet offers a
completely integrated suite of
software which allows the entire staff
to work together. All departments traffic, production, programming,
news and on- air - have simultaneous
access to all audio, copy and logs.
With modular software options. the
Dalet system can meet your specific
budget requirements - growing with
your business needs.
Standard hardware also means cost
savings. The system is not
proprietary, and will grow with the
industry. Finally, with Dalet's easyto- use interface your staff will be
operational in no time.

fletiability
Dalet has the proven expertise to
guarantee that your station stays on
the air. Choose from awide range of
security options (RAID array, mirrored
servers, local backup) to meet your
specific requirements. Dalet's digital
audio system has been running on
Windows and networks for eight
years, at hundreds of sites - from
stand alones to hundred-plus
workstation networks. It works for
them, it can work for you.
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OPEN
SOLUTIONS
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SOLUTION PROVIIIER

Free

At Your Off1C
Call us to
set up adate.
We'll bring
the demo to you or
make arrangements
for you to visit
an installation
that best fits
your needs.

Call [112] 226-2424
or visit
www.dalet.com
Group
Connectivity
Consolidation can generate huge
productivity gains, provided groups
have the right tools. Dalet is
continuously developing new
solutions to meet the evolving needs
of our clients. With TeamRadio —
Dalet's traffic and billing software —
the business of over 1000 radio
stations can be linked together.
Intranet applications allow stations
within agroup to access each other's
orders and audio remotely.
The production work done by one
station can be used by another,
only minutes later.

.......eleemermea.•
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Unprecedented Support
Dalet is aservice-driven company.
With more than 70 engineers, we
assure that your station stays on the
air. Dalet's support experts are on
call, 24 hours aday. Clients have
on-line support over the 'Internet.
We can also provide on-site visits to
upgrade an existing system.
"Support on any of these systems,
Ithink, is imperative...
Dalet support has been excellent."
Jim McGivern
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More POWILMOre Sales.
What you wouldn't give for a
powerful radio sales management
package. After all, you need to do
more than just manage client phone
numbers and callbacks. You need
hard sales data to help you make
hard sales decisions. You need easyto- use analysis tools for rewarding
top sellers and spotting those who
need alittle help. You need sensible
handling for oversold schedules.
Is it too much to ask?
Not any more. It's all here in CBS1
Station Management Software.
These Windows"- based packages
are scalable for any size of operation,
from stand-alone stations to large

See us at NAB Booth 111.-2615

groups. And CBSI systems include
more sales management tools than
ever, giving you the power to add
revenue and productivity to your
station.
For sales reporting, you can't beat
CBSI's Clickthru Analysis
capabilities. Just click through the
multi- layered reports and monitor
every aspect of your group or
station. Pinpoint trouble spots or
star performers with ease.
The Graphical Schedule Planner
enables you to make decisions about
how to handle bumped spots or
oversold situations in advance. And
the calendar-style interface puts an
end to the reams of printed reports.

With CBSI's new Integrated Sales
Manager, taking asales proposal to
the contract and traffic stage is
paperless, efficient and just aclick
away, even for reps dialing in from
the field. No more repeat data entry
or concerns about accuracy.
Contact us today to find out how
CBSI's powerful station management
tools can build more sales for you.
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Custom Business Systems, nc.
Manic BMus Soltillecteereristrs

P.O. Box 67 • Reedsport, Oregon 97467
Phone 541 271-3681 • FAX 541 271-5721
1-800-547-3930
http://www.cbsi.org • info@cbsi.org
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PRACTICAL HANDS-ON SELLING TIPS AND IDEAS

Treat ' Em Like Royalty

companies

(And They'll Come Back)
by Jim Taszarek

are built

A

ri SM just lost akey AE
who had agood base of
the station's direct accounts. We went to see a
couple of those key accounts and got interesting
feedback.
One said of the AE,
"She didn't have many other
accounts, did she? She was
always here." Another said,
"She made me feel like Iwas
her only account." Still
another stated, "Here's the
pile of stuff she sent me
(shows us amanila folder stuffed with
faxes, printouts of E- mails, greeting
cards and ticket stubs from an NBA
same). And another asked, "Will some ene keep calling me like she did to tell
me about the 'really good stuff' that
becomes available?"
These clients would buy almost
anything from this AE because of the
service. Upon investigation, we found
she had asystem:
• She faxed her clients with the
times that the spots would run during the
next week ( not every week, just some).
•She sent some kind of communication to every client every week: marketing articles, station premiums, pictures of remotes for other

Three is the Key
What's the secret for getting your
phone calls returned? Leave at least
three messages in a24-hour period.
When you leave multiple messages.
the client thinks you're serious
about talking with them.
.ource Sarah McCann Tim Lyrre

ADIO INK — MARCH 16,1998
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with
legendary
clients, tickets, birthday Lards and Lmails. She made them feel as though
there was someone at the station who
actually cared about them.
• She had a simple system using
ACT 3.0 software. The station paid for
the faxes, mail and E-mail, so she took
full advantage.
• She sent nauseating numbers of
thank-you notes that clients absolutely
loved ( regardless of gender).
This AE simply outsold her competition with little more than constant,
systematized client contact, with the
effect of keeping, renewing and upgrading so much old business that she didn't
have to spend as much time prospecting
and pioneering for unsure new business.
When clients say, "You can't have too
many other accounts," you know that
you're home. à
Jim Taszarek is president of
TazMedia, Inc. He may be
reached at 602-970-4200
or by E-mail at
tazmerlia@aol.com
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Turn the page and take
a turn in your career...
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Have Constant Turnover?
No Time to Train?
Not Enough Sales?

We Have The Answer For You!
Are your salespeople selling enough to make you happy?
Pam Lontos' "
Strategic Broadcast Selling" will help

Here's what you get!

you train and keep great salespeople who will

-Manager's manual

bring in aphenomenal amount of sales.

-15 sales meetings on video

-Get your newly hired salespeople selling professionally and making more sales in just one week.
-Improve the productivity of your " pros."
-Cut down your turnover
"Your video course is outstanding. It is easy to understand, administer and works equally well with new
hires and experienced hands. If there is anyone who
is hesitant about utilizing your services, just have
them give me acall, I'd be happy to discuss our success with them."
Jim Coursolle, CRMC
President,VVPKR/WPCK, Oshkosh,VVI

CALL

407-299-6128
(407) 299-6128

-Sales tests for each of the 15 sessions
-Sessions on Benefit Selling, Hypnotic Selling,
Eliminating Objections,Trial Closes, Motivation
-Extensive role-playing to show your salespeople how the techniques work

YOUR SALESPEOPLE
WILL SELL MORE.
Pam Lontos is atop broadcast sales
trainer. Former Vice President of sales
for Disney's Shamrock Broadcasting,
she raised sales 500% in one year
after adecline in ratings.

Fax ( 407) 299-2166
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If you see

The Power
Win/Win SÍLing

yourself as a
legend, then

Create Super Sàlespeople

maybe you

by Chuck Mel lord

Asvachild, did you ever say to
your parents, " Mom, Dad,
hen Igrow up, I'm going to be
asalesperson"? Of course you didn't.
Most of us wanted to do something
respectable, like be anurse, apilot or
adoctor.
One reason for not wanting to be
asalesperson was that of image: fasttalking, slick, dishonest, high-pressure,
Herb Tarlick ... well, you get the idea.
You and Iare not like that, of
course. But somebody is, because sales
still has alousy image. The fact is that
fully 83 percent of all salespeople are
lousy, having antiquated sales skills.
What's the solution? First, you need
to think "Win/Win." If we all thought
"Win/Win," acareer in sales would be
looked at in avery positive light. The
sales philosophy of Win/Win is simple:
The only way you win is by ensuring
that your clients win. It's that simple.
The second solution is aneed for
professionalism. We are not professional. The Radio industry suffers because we lack the commitment it takes
to be professional. If that makes you
aigrv, good. Do something about it.
Keys to Being aWin/Win Professional
I. Training
Win/Win professionals measure training in years, not
days and hours.
Did you know that people at IBM
receive afull year of sales training before they can sell asingle computer?
Now that's professional sales training.
Talk about Mickey Mouse: Streetsweepers at Disney World receive five
days of training. That's more than most
Radio salespeople get. Worse yet, what
little training we do get involves how
to sell spots, not how to grow abusiness by providing solutions.
How much training have you received? If you can measure it in hours or
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days, you've along
way to go. If your training was avideo or acorrespondence course, you've alot more
work in front of you.
2. Practice — A professional pilot
must have 5,000 hours of practice before flying aDC- 9. Yet, we put our people on the front lines without practice
every day, content to let them "crash
and burn" in front of customers.
3. Standards — Doctors have standards for operating procedures ; pilots
have standards for navigating and handling emergencies. What are your standards for time management, account
management or prospecting? Many professionals have regular, certified testing of skills, and if they don't meet the
minimum standards, they're out.
Solutions for Change
Its time to make adramatic change.
We must begin to really invest in our
salespeople. If we took one- tenth of the
amount of money we spend on ratings
and contests and instead invested in
training our sales staffs, the results
(ROI) would be incredible.
Avideo or acorrespondence course
is astart. But Idon't want my pilot flying
me to Dallas after learning how to fly by
watching avideo. We need a1,000- percent increase in training. People only really learn by strong examples ( training),
applying it ( practice) and then being rigorously tested and certified ( standards).
The only way we win is when our
clients win. They'll win alot more
when we have aWin/Win attitude and
the discipline to be true
professionals. ei
Chuck Merd is president of
Mefford Achievement Systems.
He may be reached at 800627-4778 or by E-mail at
CMEFFORD@prodigy.net

To subscobe, call 1-800-610-5771

should work
with a
company
that believes
in legends.
We're looking for people
who love Radio, love
excellence and care about
the people with whom
they work.
Contact us regarding sales,
programing or management opportunities coast
to coast
Send Resume to Citadel
Communications at
P0 Box 3113, Tempe,
AZ 85280-3113
Phone 602-731-5222
Fax 602-731-5229

Citadel Communications Corporation
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Six Steps to Sponsorship
How to Make it Pay Off
by Sylvia Allen

M

ost of you are bombarded daily
with requests for "free" air time
as the "official Radio station of
"whatever the event may be. And,
it's always very worthwhile. The sponsorship solicitors can't understand why,
when you have all that air time, you
can't make room for their requests.

sponsorship. One of the biggest is
Cause- Related Marketing, whereby a
nonprofit affiliation with your event
offers greater consumer acceptance
and better sponsorship affiliation
opportunities. According to the
Cone Roper Benchmark Survey,
three out of four consumers will

There has to be value in the sponsorship
or companies won't want to be involved.
Because you've been on the receiving
end of these requests, you know all the
wrong things to do. So, let's talk about
how to get started in sponsorship and
how to do it effectively.
I. Understand what sponsorship is
so you can approach it properly. A basic
definition of sponsorship is "an investment, in cash and/or in kind, in return
for access to exploitable business potential associated with an event or highly
publicized entity." The key word here is
"investment," which implies apayback.
There has to be value in the sponsorship
or companies won't want to be involved.
2. Know where sponsorship dollars
are being spent. With 65 percent going
to sports, 10 percent each to entertainment/tours/attractions and fairs/festivals/ annual events, 9 percent to causes
and 6 percent to the arts, you have a
better sense of how moneys are allocated to sponsorships.
3. Become familiar with the trends in

spend more for aproduct or service
if it is affiliated with aworthwhile
cause. This is important for sponsors.
At the local level, take advantage of
grass- roots marketing. Major corporations can enhance their national program through a local opportunity. It
allows them one-on-one opportunities
to talk with their customers. Three other
important issues in sponsorship are
developing partnerships, creating retail
promotions that enhance the sponsorship participation, and branding.
4. Look at your marketplace, and
research existing events to determine
what your community needs. While in
the development stage, keep in mind
where sponsorship dollars are spent as
listed in Item Two above.
5. Once you have identified what
you want to do, develop a budget to
determine how much money you need
to raise through sponsorship. Treat it like
a separate business, which means you

have to include operating and overhead
expenses as well as some level of profit.
6. Determine what items on your
budget can be bartered and what can be
sold. Don't overlook the other media in
your marketplace — coupons, shoppers, newspapers, cable, TV and billboards. They can all benefit by being
associated with your event, and you
benefit by having their inventory as
part of your sponsorship packages.
Now you're ready to get started in the
sales process. ai
Sylvia Allen, president of
Allen Consulting, Inc., is a
teacher at NYU and writer
of The Sponsorship
Newsletter. She may be
reached at 732-946-2711.

BREAKTHROUGH marketing Connects YOU To The Next Millenium!
Knowledge

is POWER!

Increase your knowledge! Attend BREAKTHROUGH marketing's 6th Annual New Business Development
Conference. This 3-day seminar has one goal: Help you Make More Money for your stations using
Non-Traditional Sales Strategies.
ILLUSTRATION BY ART GLAZER

Highlights of the Knowledge & POWER you will receive:
• how to grow your non-traditional revenue • how to stay ahead of the competition •
• tools for surviving change • inside information from industry guest speakers •

REGISTER TODAY! Call 425-747-0647 Or visit our website httewww.btmktg.com
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SALES MEEETING

Set

AE Olympics

•"You have to be the
Michael Jordan of
Radio sales and management consultants!"

Sales is aTeam Sp
by John

D. Murphy

Wells, Director of Sales (asixstation megaopoly in Des Moines, IA)

H

ere's away to illustrate the benefits of
teamwork at your
nrxt sales meeting. You'll
need some working
"props": items that normally require two
hands (or two people) to manipulate easils ,.Some examples are:
•Lace- up tennis shoe ( tying a
shoe)
•Playing cards ( shuffling, building ahouse of cards)
•Sock ( putting on asock)
•Necktie ( tying anecktie)
•Belt ( putting on abelt)
•Paper ( making apaper airplane)
•Pill container ( opening achildproof cap)
•Zip-up jacket ( fastening and zipping azipper)
Divide your staff into groups of
three or four and give each person aprop
with which to work. Instruct them to
hold one hand behind their back and,
with their free hand, complete the task
related to their prop ( e.g., tie ashoe).
When aperson reaches their goal, they
are rewarded with aprize (bags of MstMs
or Skittles seem to work well).
Now, here's where teamwork comes
into play. Once finished with their own
task, people are free to use both hands to
help another teammate complete their

list

task.
The
team to finish first
wins. Give
each winning
team member a
'Teamwork" certificate ( make some up on
your computer) and treat them to lunch.
The first person on the winning team to
help the others gets a "bonus prize" for
going above and beyond their own goal.
Hands-on examples like this seem
to create lasting impressions — and
they're fun. Follow this exercise by incorporating some team- oriented incentives into your compensation plan. Come
up with astructure that rewards overall
performance in addition to individual excellence. You might be surprised at the
results — and market share — you gain
through teamwork.. à
John D. Murphy is GSM of
KODS-FM and KLCA-FM
Reno, NV He may be
reached at 702-829-1964 or
by E-mail at
inoradio@aol.com

•" For two days we
heard the most
astounding presentation. It was incredible! And we highly
recommend it. But
beware! If you're used
to doing things like
you have always done
them and feel that's
the best you can do,
you may be in for a
rude awaking."
—Bill Sims, Owner/Manager, KIOT-FM

Santa FE. NM (aformer competitor of Gin)

Left
bed!

• "Inow have an explosive system! By far the
meatiest, most influential, most value-packed,
most real-world, haveyou-got-the-guts, put-itto-work seminar Ihave
ever attended."
— Bill Guertin, Sales Manager,
WKAN/WLRT Kankakee, IL

Tip for Tat

Form your own Tip Club. Members should exchange new business leads at the meetings.
The most successful clubs charge amembership fee (usually spent on an annual party).
Members are fined for not bringing atip to meetings. Two meetings without atip means
your membership is canceled.
Non-competing businesses can join. Hot categories include salespeople from the following businesses: printers, beverage distributors, building materials industry, business
insurance, newspapers, TV stations, fleet leasing companies, direct mail companies,
office supplies/equipment dealerships. Source hre Lobe° Rad.o

1-800TALKGIF

Avoid aBad Read

DAVE GIFFORD INTERNATIONAL

Listeners typically reject commercials voiced by clients themselves. With few exceptions, client-voiced
cammercials tend to contain amateur presentation, too much information and ahard-sell read: three of
he 14 negative elements in Radio commercials. Remind your clients that they need to speak slowly and
stick to one main point in their Radio advertising. Source Maureen Bung The Rack, Store

dit..GIFFORCI
1143 TAOS HWY., BANTA FE. NM 97501
1.600 TALK MIFF • 61505) 9139.7007
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SALES PROMOTION PLANNER
ideas you should start planning NOW

APRIL
QUICKFIXTm
"Check the Time" — At 2a.m., the first Sunday in
April, it will be time to set your clocks forward.
The station can host aweekend and give away
free watches from asponsor. Tie in ajewelry store
to provide watches or free watch cleaning. Print
watches with the station logo to give away from a
retailer as agift with purchase or at a remote over
the weekend.
"Take-Your- Daughter-to-Work Luncheon"— A
restaurant can host alunch and provide deals to
daughters who go to work with their mothers on
this day. Have women speakers, give daughters
corsages or flowers and have famous local women
greet the customers.
TARGET PRODUCTS AND ACCOUNTS
Motorcycles; Hardware Stores; Lawn and
Garden; Outdoor Furnishings; Computer Services
and Sales; Recreational Vehicles; Boat Dealers;
Children's and Infants' Apparel
DATES TO REMEMBER
April Fools' Day
End Winter Arbitron
2
Begin Spring Arbitron
5
Daylight-Saving Time Begins
5-9 NAB Annual Convention
io
Good Friday
it
Passover
12
Easter
15
Tax Deadline Day
23
National Take-Your- Daughter-to-Work Day
24
Arbor Day
NATIONAL
Alcohol Awareness Month; Stress Awareness Month;
Listening Awareness Month; Humor Month; Keep
America Beautiful Month; Cancer Control Month

MAY
THE SPECTACULAR HOME MAKEOVER

TARGET PRODUCTS AND ACCOUNTS
Pools, Hot Tubs and Supplies; Vacations; Hunting
and Fishing Supplies; Major Appliances; Boating
Supplies; Lawn and Garden; Retail Bakeries; Building
Supplies; Floor Coverings; Bridal Market
DATES TO REMEMBER
National Day of Prayer

This is a major dream prize that most people
would love to win. There are several ways to conduct this contest. You will have to make adjustments according to your budget. The station will

3

Kentucky Derby

3-9

National Family Week

5

Cinco de Mayo

io

Mother's Day

National Tourism Week
National Teachers' Day

gather five to io clients to contribute to the grand
prize Home Makeover. Each client should contribute the same amount of services or products,

11-17

National Sexual Harassment
Awareness Week

such as $2,000-worth of appliances. You can

16

Armed Forces Day

include clients such as furniture stores, carpeting

24

Indianapolis 5oo Race

and flooring outlets, closet designers, appliance

25

National Missing Children Day

25

Memorial Day

retailers, electronics stores, window treatment
designers, fabric stores, door and window manu-

NATIONAL

facturers, lighting stores, fixtures outlets.

Mental Health Month; Better Sleep Month; Safe Baby

Listeners can register over a period of time at
the clients' locations. Then, during a remote, the
station can draw one qualifier from each location.

Month; Physical Fitness Month; Women's Health Care
Month; Breathe Easy Month; Better Hearing and
Speech Month; Family Support Month

All qualifiers will win a smaller prize and show up
at the station for a big drawing on the air. The
station should have a breakfast and make the
qualifiers feel very special.
Stations should provide promos, remotes during
the promotions, POP and registration. The client
should provide a product or a service and smaller
prizes for the qualifiers.

*Radio Ink assumes no responsibility for the
viability of the promotions mentioned Stations
are advised to check with legal counsel regarding
legality and possible lottery Sales Promotion
Planner is compiled by Kim Stiles, creator of the
Promotional Marketing Planner
She may be reached by phone or fax at
770-974-6590 04 by E-mail at
ST1LES@ATLMINDSPRING.COM

COPY CLIPS

Paint
Store

Bicycle
Shop

Travel Agency

:6o Grant Street Paint &

:3o Marble City

Woman: Hey,

:6o House of
Travel

Decorating
Vc.

Bicycles
Anncr: Experience free-

Everybody's doing it! (Gasp!) Vc.

dom ... the freedom of

Destiny cruise with the House of Travel. Man:

Everybody! Vc. 2: They're doing it in the bed-

riding down a winding road, breathing the fresh

Yeah! That ship is so big ... Woman: (
going along)

room! (Gasp!) Vc. 1: The living room! Vc. 2: The

spring air and feeling great. The folks at Marble

How big is it? Man: It's so big, the Stature of

bathroom! (Gasp!) Vc. 1: The dining room! Vc. 2:

City Bicycles can give you this freedom. Before

Liberty can actually fit on it and still have space

Even in the den! (Gasp!) Vc. 1: And it's all

you hit the road, bring your bike in for a com-

above. No joke! But spring vacation is a long way

because of Grant Street Paint & Decorating! (sfx:

plete tune-up for only $20. That's the lowest rate

off. Let's wait before we book the cruise. It's the

music up) Vc. 2: Right now, all wallpaper at

in the area. Plus, you'll get professional and personal service. Now, if you're looking for a new set

ty of cabins available. Woman: Guess again,

Grant Street Paint & Decorating is 3o- to 40- percent off the suggested retail price! Which makes
now the perfect time to re-do your walls for
spring! Vc. 1: That's not all. Grant Street Paint &
Decorating also is offering 50- to 65- percent off
Hunter Douglas Blinds. But, you'd better put the
blinds up first ... (loud whisper) ... so people
won't see what you're doing. (Gasp!)
Vc. 2: Everybody's doing it, thanks to Grant

spring vacation, Ireally think we should book that

largest ship ever built, so I'm sure there'll be plen-

of wheels, Marble City Bicycles is the place to go,

Einstein. Icalled the House of Travel, and they

too. They are the authorized Bianchi dealer in the

said the only way to get acabin for four people is

Rutland region. For quality service and products,
go to Marble City Bicycles. Located in the Howe

to book with them because they have some cabins
blocked. The ship doesn't have any more cabins

Center, Rutland. Open every day except Tuesday,

for four to sell to anyone. The House of Travel has

they can be reached at 747-1471.

only five more staterooms left for a family of four

Jennifer Peterson, WJAN-FM, WJEN-FM

and only three left for a family of three. And, if

Rutland, VT

that doesn't get you off your duff, how about this?
Prices have gone up, but the House of Travel has

Street Paint & Decorating! (Gasp!) Vc. 1: They're

protected the original fare for these cabins! Man:

re- doing their walls for spring because all wallpa-

(frightened) Prices rising? (sternly) Gimme the

per is now 3o- to 40- percent off ... Vc. 2: ... At

phone! Anna: The Carnival Cruise Destiny sets sail

Grant Street Paint & Decorating. Across from T.B.

March 30th of '98. Call the House of Travel today

Woods, Chambersburg.

at 823-3833 in Alliance, or 1-800-888-3855.

Jeff Wine, WCHA-AM, WIKZ-FM

Jeff Lauer, WDPN-AM, WZKL-FM

Hagerstown, PA

40

honey ... For

It's shocking! Vc. 2:

Canton, OH

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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Program 01K
Ideas

About

Radio

Programming

PD FORUM

Q: What questions do you
ask listeners to find out
more about your station?
"Banana"
Joe Montione
WWGR-FM
Ft. Myers, FL

We use listeners to track
demos and male/female categories when we get requests.
However, when we have contest winners, we want to find
out their workplace, their fax
number, home number and
address. We can use these in
adatabase.
We don't ask any specific programming questions,
but we try to get as much information about where they
listen and live, what their job
is, etc. We ask for much more
information from them than
from request callers.
Most of our tracking is
done with listeners who call
the studio, although we have
lesteners who call the front off
ce for concert information

or directions. There are no
specific questions for them,
but it might not be abad idea
to track those calls, because
those listeners obviously are
connected to the station in
one way or another.
Charley
Connolly
WKJY-FM
Garden City, NY

Outside of the
standard
"Where are you calling from?"
we don't go into much detail
with listeners. We take for
granted that they are already
listening to the Radio station.
The environment in which they
listen is important to us,
though. Is it in the

car, at home or in the office?
We track contest winners by name, middle initial,
date- of- birth and social security number. We turn over
that information to our promotions department to
monitor the frequency with
which people try to win our
contests. We also have used
birthday information to
send birthday greetings, and
for other mailing list opportunities.
We mostly are looking
for agood "phoner" from our
listeners, stuff we can play
back on the air. They need to
sound interested and excited.
Shaun Holly
KGLQ-FM
Phoenix, AZ

We continue
to
try
to
bounce things
off callers. In addition to the
usual sex/age/area informa-

tion, we want to know what
they like or dislike about the
station. This gives us a
chance to tell our story oneon-one to apotential Pl listener. They appreciate our
taking some time with them,
and it's abonding opportunity for us.
We like to ask listeners
specific questions about our
positioning statement vs. the
positioning of our competitors. We call ourselves " all
classic hits," and we want to
hear if that's the same language alistener might use to
describe what we do. Perception is reality in Radio,
and sometimes listeners may
have adifferent perspective
or definition of our product that can be very informative. It also helps us
re- position our competitors
by taking the time on the
phone to express the differences between us.

e

Your afternoon announcer complains that the morning show
gets all the promotion and attention. What's your response?

If you're interested in responding to this future " PD Forum" question. or others, contact Steve Warren
at 561-655-8778.

"The Best Tool We've Ever Had"
"We began presenting TOMA on October 21, 1997. By the end of the year we had booked $220,000 in business,
and will write at least $300,000 by March 1, 1998. It is the best tool we've ever had for selling long term business."
Dan Parker, WCMY/WRKX, Ottawa, IL
"TOMA is an excellent selling tool to show the business community the benefits of long term advertising and why
radio can do it cost effectively. Ten weeks after the seminar, we had surpassed our $350,000 goal."
John Lawrence, Susquehanna Radio, York, PA
Call Larry Messick, V.P. of Broadcast Division at TOMA Research ( 800) 597-9798
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El Niño?
No Problemo
by Lee Bayley

y

our audiences are hearing a lot
about the weather phenomenon
called El Niño and how it might affect us. We already have had flooding,
ice storms, blizzard- like snow storms,
tornadoes, torrential rains and even
balmy winter days. If you live on either
coast or in Tornado Alley, you are told
to expect several more weeks of weather problems. To Radio, it means opportunity — be ready to seize the
moment.
Opportunity: All the attention
given El Niño has heightened audience
interest in the weather. They want to
know what it means to them, so they
are listening more closely. Make certain your staff is well aware of the need
to do helpful and useful weather information. Keep it fairly business- like.
Make certain each staff member knows

the difference between a "watch" and a viously, as the weather gets heavier, so
"warning." If awarning occurs, handle should your coverage. Give listeners a
it seriously.
clear picture of where the storms are.
Opportunity: Regardless of forInstead of saying "The storm has hit
mat, make certain your station has ase- Johnson County," say, "The storm has
vere- weather plan. The staff members hit 100 miles west of Tulsa and is movneed to know exactly what their parts
ing this way at 40 miles per hour."
of the plan are, where to go and what
Opportunity: Sales. Remember,
to do when bad weather happens.
much of your audience is made of adTry putting together aplan based vertisers and potential clients. They are
on how far away the weather is. Obhearing alot about El Niño and what
it means to your market and their businesses. If all of your weather forecasts
are not sold, theyshould be. Do you

DEMERS
DELIVERS!

have aspecial "El Niño Report"? Have
you given apparel shops the idea to
have an "El Niño Sale" with all rainwear
discounted?
Opportunity: Be creative. El Niño
information doesn't have to be serious
all the time. Do you have amorning

KZEP delivers
again, and
again, and...

show character named "El No- No?" Are
you using aliner like "WXYZ, your official El Niño station"?

They'll remember this Fall
in the 'Alamo Ciy as
the 'Zep stays on top —
/

DEM ERS PROGRAMMING
M EDIA CONSULTANTS
(610) 363-2636
CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS — WINNING STRATEGIES
RATINGS RESULTS
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Source Arbitron — Fall 97 — 6A-M

#1 25-54 Adults for the
third straight book!

Opportunity: Answer listeners'
needs for comforting information. In
station promos, you should be telling
your listeners you will be the first to report whatever happens. Music- intensive stations should tell the audience,
"We will stop the music for atornado."
El Niño might just be the opportunity you need. Be ready for it: Carpe diem. lei
Lee Bayley is aBroadcasting
Consultant. He may be
reached at 972-252-0099 or
by E-mail at
LerRadio@Computek net
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21st Century
Programming
Don't Let This Ship Sink
by Tom Tradup
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you're not unlike the
dinosaurs that got
caught in the LaBrea
Tar Pits: You've still
Much like the Titanic, Talk Radio steams blissfully forward ...
toward its rendezvous with the iceberg that is the
got afew roars and
21st-century Radio listener.
some fight left in
home theaters make us, there's still
you, but the end won't be pretty.
going to be something magic about the
4. Take alesson from the smaller marability of anyone in America — from
kets. Most of us began in small- to medium-size markets and probably were more
the most powerful CEO to ahomeless
creative and had the most fun there. We'd man who sleeps on agrate at night —
to pick up atelephone and address hundo well to recapture that spirit in this age
of megamergers and number-crunching dreds of thousands of
that has put aboring corporate stamp people on the air. à
on too many Talk Radio properties.
Ultimately, Talk Radio will triumph Tom Tradup is VP/GM of the
USA Radio Network. He may be
in the new millennium because regardless of how computerized our society reached at 214-484-3900 or by
becomes or how high-tech our DVD E-mail at tradup@usaradw.com

DEMERS
DELIVERS!
WIVIG1( grows
1L7 for Ix 7 1
The Philadelphia story
continues, as the nation's
\
leading Classic Hits station
marks its si4 seventh
consecutive Top 5finish
w ith

Adults 25 54!

Source: Arbitron — Foil 97 — 6A - AI Al•S

H

ere's the bottom line as Talk Radio
looks to the new millennium: The
only thing older than yesterday's
news is yesterday's programming concept
that long ago wore out its welcome. In
Talk Radio's case, this roughly boils down
to the "Last Angry Man in America Rallying the Peasants with Pitchforks to do
Battle Against Washington Bureaucrats"
school of clichés and shopworn topics.
Most Americans despise politics, but
most Talk Radio hosts love to talk to and
about politicians. Much like the 1912
maiden voyage of the Titanic, Talk Radio
steams blissfully forward at full speed toward its rendezvous with the iceberg that
is the 21st-century Radio listener. But it's
still not too late to head for the lifeboats.
Here are some essentials for programming Talk Radio in the new millennium:
1. The world does not revolve around
the East Coast. There's awhole country
outside of New York City and Washington, D.C., awhole country full of fascinating men and women who generate
grear Talk Radio topics.
2. "
New" is good. Conversely, familiarity breeds contempt. As the 1990s
dawned, Talk Radio was populated by local
clones of Rush Limbaugh. Today, everyone claims to want "another Dr. Laura."
Talk programmers planning for the 21st
century would do well to emulate BaskinRobbins and its trademark 31 flavors.
.:-.'•. Always provide listener benefits.
In the real world of the year 2000 and beyond men and women could care less if
you're "the 50,000- watt blowtorch" or
have "the largest Radio news team in
Wyoming." Here's their bargain: They'll
share part of their day with your Radio
station if you in turn help them raise their
kids, stretch their dollars and get ahead
in their careers.
If your station's mainstay still is the
stereotypical screaming host who hangs
up on callers and refers to them as jerks,

DEM ERS PROGRAMMING
M EDIA CONSULTANTS
(610) 363-2636
CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS — WINNING STRATEGIES
RATINGS RESULTS
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Special Report

BOB PODOLSKY: CUTTING- EDGE NTR
Ink: Where did we first start hearing
the phrase "nontraditional revenue"
(NTR) or "nonspot dollars"?
Podolsky: That is one of the more fascinating things about this whole deal. In
regard to our evolution as a station —
which alot of broadcasters can relate to
but don't necessarily look at in the same
context — when we set up co-op departments, the new thing back in the early
'80s, in asense, we were going after nontraditional revenue. It was money we had
to pro-actively go out and seek. All NTR
today is, in essence, a 15 -to I8 year
development of that
process. It has evolved.
Now it is tapped
into the food industry,
healthcare and all kinds
of different areas. However, it started out as a
simple co-op where
you'd look up the products your hardware store
carried, then go enlighten the owner that
he had dollars sitting
there from his whole-

Iwould guess alot of stations use it
as away to help them get there and, sometimes, [ they see it] as gravy. For acompany that has been serious about it, we
run an expensive department, so Ihave
to account for that. Ihave three Radio
stations and four sales departments. The
fourth department is our NTR.
How is your NTR department
structured?
It is headed by two individuals who
work side- by- side with an assistant. They
go out and develop business that is nontransactional. They go into areas where
none of the reps from the three stations
is calling. This is 60 percent of their mission, with the rest of
their time assisting the
AEs in developing their
own NTR.
How do you isolate
the account lists for
them to call on?
They don't have account lists.
How do you find the
people they call on?
They find them.

salers, vendors and suppliers that were going untapped. So a
lot of people hired co-op directors, the
RAB got into it with their co-op source
book, and everybody was studying different manufacturers' co-op plans. Since
then, we have evolved the process, gotten into bigger dollars and expanded the
whole idea of nontraditional into not only
dealing with manufacturers and wholesalers, but talking to people about marketing rather than just buying spots.
Today, how does NTR fit into the projections for Radio stations that need to
make their budgets? Are they counting
on it with afirm number?

They go into places that
AEs wouldn't go, like
corporate business. We
have Motorola and Best Western headquarters here, and American Express has
abig outfit here as well. So, they are out
calling on big long-term businesses and
going in and doing adifferent type of sell.
They are not going in there talking about
Radio at all.
When they call on these companies,
they are talking to them about their objectives and goals, whether it falls into
the area of public relations, cause marketing or employee incentive programs.
Then, we are able to take whatever it is
they are trying to do and formulate aplan
for them. A lot of times, we go
48

The Four BIG Lessons
for Developing NTR

1

Asking traditional
Radio reps to chase
NTR is just not the

way to go. There is a big
difference in the way traditional and nontraditional business is conducted.
Radio stations are set up
to conduct traditional
business: We pay people
a commission; and basically, their month's
billing reflects the earnings for the next month.
Unless you're willing to
direct an effort separately ( usually meaning a
separate staff or separate
compensation plan), it's
very difficult to ask a single staff to perform two
different sales tasks.

2

There is business out
there. Many companies that normally

have no history of dealing
with Radio stations may
be attracted to other
things ( besides spots) that
today's stations have to

Station Yourself
Under a KD Kanopy
_

. —
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1-800-432-4435
http://www.kdkanopy.corn

•Light»eight Aluminum Frame

Aluminum Frame:
Exclusive Manufacturer

opy

•Rust Proof

•Custom Silk Screened Graphics

•Durable

•Variety of Colors & Accessories

•Sets Up in 30 Seconds

•Water Resistant & Fire Retardant Fabric
•FREE Heavy Duty Carry Bag & Stakes

To subscribe, toll 1-800-610.5771

•No Loose Parts or Ropes
•8'
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and purchase tie-ins to different things.
Let's say we mn into somebody who wants
to do some sports- affiliated marketing.
Well, we don't carry any sports, but we
will go out and contact the local sport
franchises and teams, huy signage rights
and that kind of thing, then incorporate
those things into our package.
Where do you find the best NTR
people?
It takes acertain type of Radio person, and every department has them.
They are the bigger visionaries and
thinkers. It is somebody who isn't in the
peddling mode. Ilearned everything just
by watching the people here, seeing some
of them do things differently, seeing it
work, then being able to offer them more
tools and systems to get the job done.
Can you give us some NTR examples,
like major events?
Very recently, we were contacted by
acompany that wanted to put on ahealth
exposition in town, and they were looking for aRadio partner. We said, "Great!
We'll partner with you hut, with our association, we expect you to make aRadio
buy and promote the event." We also told
them that they needed to give us "x" number of sponsorship packages for us to turn
around, package up with our air time and
sell to our clients. So, in essence, we are
partnering with them on the event. They
are executing the event and also are selling sponsorships while we're out selling
our own sponsorships.
Have you had any experience with
any Radio promotions where people

The Four BIG Lessons for Developing NTR
offer. However, you have to pay people more to go out and
find it.
The whole selling process is different — from the time it
takes to conduct asale to the amount of work- up you have
to do to get to understand their business and products.
Because it may take a lot longer to land agood NTR
account, you have to re-evaluate the way and the amount
you have to pay your NTR reps to get the job done.
You must have management support. Managers have
to be 100 percent into NTR. It can't be something
that you " try." You have to be committed to doing it.

4

The internal process is critical. Every time you make a
nontraditional sale, it means something nontraditional
has to take place to execute the sale. Usually this is in

the form of billing, promotion or other non- Radio activity
within your company. Sometimes, the most difficult thing
for the rep to do is walk the NTR items through the traditional processes of the Radio station: things like getting the
invoice to say the right things; the aging and due date can
all be quite different from routine spot selling and billing.

an d

finally ... Having committed management
and owners who are willing to put their
arms around something that is different

from the day-to-day Radio business takes courage. Be consistent in your marketplace with your NTR approach, just
like you are with your regular selling. It will pay off. With

come by, spin awheel or jump into an
inflatable and grab money — where
you can sell sponsorships to just the

consolidation and new owners moving into new markets

occasion of the promotion, rather than
anything that has to do with air time?
Yes. We do quite abit of it, but it is
kind of the normal stuff for most
50

business, developing agood set of NTR policies now will

every day, each with their own philosophy and way of doing
give you agreater chance of survival when the competitor
rolls out theirs. --Rob Podolsky

"Changing How Clients Perceive Radio..."
"TOMA has not only made us money, it has changed how clients perceive radio advertising. Our staff has more
credibility and are perceived as much more professional. My advice is to hire you sooner rather than later."
Roger Utnehmer, Nicolet Broadcasting. Inc.. Park Falls, WI
"TOMA has not only provided us with agreat sales tool, hut asystem that even new salespeople can get ahold of
and in ashort time write orders. Bob May. KSNM/KXDA, Las Cruces, NM

Call Larry Messick, V.P. of Broadcast Division at TOMA Research ( 800) 597-9798
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Only radio's # 1dating system can
fix you up with Abe, Alex, Andy, Ben...

Call 1-312-266-3636
OM& mur
areuun.
SERVICES,INC

If your station is looking for apartner that can help
increase revenues in more than one way, it's time
you met America's first and foremost radio dating

generous share of the system revenue (without any out-of-pocket costs), plus
100% of the revenue from the wide range of promotional and sponsorship
opportunities we provide. As Chuck Stevens, Program Director at WQXK in

system: Dateline, by Spark Services.
First, we're aproven way to build your basic business by increasing listener

Salem, Ohio says, "It's been phenomenally successful."
To fix yourself up with atruly profitable relationship, just call DMI, our

loyalty. Just ask Judy Ellis, General Manager at WRKS in New York, who says,
"Dateline has been areal competitive advantage for WRKS, something the other

exclusive sales representative at l-312-266-3636 today.

stations don't offer."
We also bring you innovative new sources of revenue. That includes a

full range of non-traditional

And be sure to ask about our

DATELINE MARKETING INTERNATIONAL

DM/

revenue opportunities.

0 1998 Spark Sm ices. Inc.
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bigger stations. The stuff we are doing
with our NTR Department goes way beyond that.
What do you think will be the
next avenue of nontraditional
dollars for Radio?
No. 1, when Radio stations make a
big mind-shift in terms of how business
is done, link management support and accounting/system support, then it is an infinite area. You can walk into any
company in amarketplace and talk to
them about any kind of budget they have.
You can make 10 calls within abank alone,

going into their Agriculture Department,
Commercial Loan Department, Recruitment and Human Resource Department.
You can go in and make multiple calls
within the same corporation and find different budgets that have nothing to do
with advertising. à
Bob Podolsky is GSM of KNIX-FM Phoenix, AZ.
He may be reached at 602-966-6236.

REVITALIZE " OLD" IDEAS
by Kim Zurek
Don't kid yourself. It's not always the
"new idea" that sells. What makes these
special and revenue- producing is that we

Spend the weekend with

RUE
as they bring you
the hottest sports
news, names & score
updates weekends
from 1pm to 7pm
eastern

heard only
on the
One- On- One
Sports Radio \
Network.
1

1147=5ln-1661

gave old ideas some sizzle and tailored
the benefits to what potential clients
would need for them to be effective.
Multimedia programs are an excellent source for tapping into new dollars
today. If you are fortunate enough to have
various mediums within your company,
great. If not, form alliances. Don't fight
it
usc it to your benefit.
Town Grocer
Like everyone else in the market, we
set out to partner with the largest grocer
in town. We decided, however, to team
up with someone who already had agreat
relationship that they wanted to grow further: newspaper. The retailer told us to
create asimple concept to help consumers
focus more on preparing easy meals with
food purchased on their Preferred Card.
Our station teamed with newspaper, TV
and cable to make it big.
We agreed that each partner would
promote the same message to its audience ;and each week, three to five manufacturers would participate. Print and TV
broke with aweekly focus on specific
meals made easy, using featured products.
Our Radio station did daily recipe updates for those people who were "on the
run": Food Focus provided recipes that
were short and easy to fit into everyday,
hectic lives. The end result was that the
retailer created avery successful program
that accomplished the initiatives, and we
created more than $ 1.5 million of new
revenue
Home Again
Many people have given away houses for promotions. It's an old idea: The
contractor usually goes to Programming
and touts it as aTSL builder. That's true,
but why not use it to develop new dollars and relationships for your station?
That's anew idea.
Each of the home programs Ihave
done generated more than $ 100,000 in
new revenue — after expenses. For this
to work, there has to be alot of sizzle ...
from everyone. Team up with your programming and promotions departments
as well as community leaders to make this
abig event. The station will win, and so
will your clients.
Find amajor retailer with whom to
partner so you have entry locations, POS
support, and so you can secure the funding for this program. Pull in acomplementary media partner to help
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Audio
Cassettes
If you attended the RAB marketing leadership conference in
Dallas, you had the chance to learn how to becaome abetter leader, manager, and salesperson.
But do you remember it all? Keep the ideas fresh and active by listening to the tapes of the
sessions you liked the most. Mobiltape has them all ... over 70 sessions! A Minimal investment will provide months and years of training!

only $ 10.00 each
6 for $50, 12 for $ 100
Entire set $699

Order Today! With your credit card; please call Toll- Free:
800-369-5718. Mon.- Fri. 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Pacific Time
BY FAX: 24 HRS/day. FAX your order form with credit card
info to (
805) 295-8474
BY WEB: WWW.MOBILTAPE.COM

ALL TAPES ARE COVERED BY A LIFETIME GUARANTEE. Please allow 3weeks for shipping.
Mobiltape Company Inc., • 24730 Avenue Tibbitts, Suite 170, Valencia, CA 91355 • ( 805) 295-0504

TV RADIO

RADIO:W EDNESDAY, M ARCH 25

>CONSOLIDATION STRATEGIES:
Charting Trends in Values,
Markets & Multiples

ACQUISITIONS & FINANCE

'THE RADIO REVENUE STREAM:

TUESDAY-THURSDAY, MARCH 24-26, 1998
THE P
ARK L
ANE HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

THE RADIO STOCK MARKET:

Station consolidation continues to be
the driving force of the radio station
business, even after more than $ 32 bit.
worth of deals have been done in the
last two years. While 1998's activity
may not match that torrid pace,
companies will continue to increase
the critical mass of station groups in a
bid to maintain last year's recordbreaking revenue and cash flow growth.
Join broadcast's top players as they
discuss their strategies for today's hotly
competitive radio and TV markets at
Paul Kagan's blockbuster conference on
TV-RADIO ACQUISITIONS & FINANCE,
to be held March 24-26, 1998, at The Park
Lane Hotel in New York City.
CONFERENCE PURUCATIONS

RADP
INIC

TOP SPEAKERS INCLUDE:
J. Daniel Sullivan, Pres. & CEO, Sullivan Bcstg.
Dennis Swanson, President,WNBC TV
Anthony Brandon, Pres., American Gen. Media
Terry Jacobs, President, JS Comm./Regent
Howard Schrott, EVP 84 CFO, Emmis Bcstg.
Alfred C. Liggins, President & CEO, Radio One
David Gingold, Pres. & COO, Barnstable Bcstg.
Larry Wilson, Pres., Citadel Communications
Stephen Burr, President, Bright Star Bcstg.
Jim Morgan, CFO,Young Broadcasting
John Lynch, Chairman, CEO & Founder,
Lartigue Multimedia Systems
Robert Sherman, Pres. & CEO. Roberts Radio
Michael Kakoyiannis, Pres. & CEO, Big City Radio
Hugh Ben LaRue, President, HB LaRue
Bruce Reese, President & CEO, Bonneville Intl.
Ralph Guild. Chairman, Interep
Doyle Madden, Pres., Hadden 84 Associates
Rick Neuman, SVP, Hicks Muse Tate & Furst
Joe Berwanger, EVP/Sales, CBS TV Station Grp.
Jean Pool, EVP, J.Walter Thompson
Steve Turpin,VP & GM,The CIT Group
...And 27 More Speakers Named to Panels!

Forecasting Growth in National
& Network Business
What Do You Do for an Encore?

DEBT & EQUITY:

Financing Bigger Balance Sheets
RADIO:THURSDAY, M ARCH 26

NEW STATION GROUPS:
The Buyer's View

MULTIPLE CONSIDERATIONS:
The Future of Station Values

THE NEXT WAVE OF RADIO
DEALS: Financing
Station Entrepreneurs

Kicking off the week: the latest word on the
TV station deal scene will be addressed at
Kagan's TV seminar—afull day—March 24.
Attend all three days and save $ 295—or sign
up for either session.

Ex

To REGISTER, CONTACT KAGAN SEMINARS, I
NC.:
•Telephone: (408) 624-1536
•email: seminars@kagan.com
• FAX: (
408) 624-5882
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Move beyond the Information Age and
embrace the Innovation Age!
THE SEARCH FOR YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL WIZARD
•Features examples from successful companies such
High Performance Leadership is the new book
as Saturn, Southwest Airlines, Northwestern Mutual
and more!
from Ken Greenwood, author of the
•Complete with graphs, models and ilbest-seller, High Performance Selllustrations to help you improve your versatility as aleader.
ing. Greenwood provides you
•Written from the bottom up to reflect
with apractical plan on how
the perceptions of all in your company.
•Offers insight into the leadership
to guide your organization
of " knowledge workers" whose perand your own career into the
formance enhances their value.
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•Guides you to not just re-engineer
new millennium.
the company, but to change the way
Greenwood proves that
AEI
your people think.
tea noon
every organization is aliving,
•Explains the difference between autocratic management and true leadership.
breathing ecosystem that has to
•Provides you with connections between
be managed to its best advantage.His
the passage of the organization and the
how-to information is practical without being stage of your own management style; then
explains how to adapt your style to fit
preachy.
the situation.
HIGH PERFORMANCE LEADERSHIP:
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Send me

copies of High Performance Leadership for only 79.00 each

FREE Priority Shipping & Handling!

CHARGE MY:
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Phone Orders: 800-610-5771

224 Datura Street, Suite 718, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
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Fax Orders: 561-655-6134

Known throughout the world as the best
performing, most reliable FM transmitters
available, Continental's 816R Series
combines superior design and audio quality
with exceptional workmanship to give
broadcasters an unmatched, field-proven
record.
The 816R Series comes in power levels from
10 to 70 kWs. Available as an option is an
internal control and monitoring unit which
tracks trends, stores data and provides an
exact visual replica of the transmitter's
control panel.
STANDARD FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Solid-State IPA
•
Internal Harmonic Filter
•
Automatic Power Level Control •
Automatic Filament Voltage Regulation

Exclusive " Soft- Start'" Protection Circuit
Broadband Quarter Wave Cavity
Totally Self-Contained In aSingle Cabinet

For over 50 years, Continental Electronics has provided excellence in broadcast transmission products worldwide.
Refuse to compromise... call Continental first!

PO. BOX 2708 ' sDALLAS, TEXAS 75227-087

Visit.

web situ

Q14-3,81-7161 • FAX: 21

littp://www.cteIec.n

1-3250, •
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the program gain abigger effect. The
major sponsor(s) probably will be manufacturers carried at the retailer, and minor
sponsors will be smaller, complementary
products and services.
Another way to use this promotion
to generate big bucks is to have several smaller giveaways leading up to the
giveaway of the house. You can "sell"
rooms in the house ;for example, sell a
bedroom to afurniture manufacturer
and give away the bedroom suite. You
can sell the driveway to an auto retailer. The options are limited only by your
imagination. And don't forget to tie
in the utilities and phone companies.
They have ad budgets for just these
sorts of occasions nowadays.
Don't always reinvent the wheel.
Simple ideas thought about in different ways — that's how you'll exceed
those NTR numbers. à
Kim Zurek is past Director of Market Development,
Chancellor Marketing Group/Chicago. She may be
reached at 847-395-1866.

Best Event Ideas by the Top Formats
Format

NTR Ideas

News/Talk

Trade Fair, Business Fair, Health
and Fitness Expo

Oldies/CR

Career Fair, Auto Show

Country

Country Fairs, Summer Concerts,
Home and Garden Show

CHR

Bridal Fair, Career Fair, Summer
Concerts

AC

Bridal Fair, Home and Garden
Show, Health and Fitness Expo

Spanish

Career Fair, Business Expo, Concert
Series

Urban

Concert Series, Career Fair, " 50
Percent-Off" Sale

Rock

Big Boy Toy Show, " 50 PercentOff" Sale, Concert Series

Nostalgia

Health and Fitness Expo, Travel
Show, Cruises/Tours

NAC/Smooth Jazz

Pub Nights, Fashion
Shows, Concerts

FOCUS ON COMMUNITY
by Julie Lomaxl3rauff
Partriers for Pets
"Partners for Pets" is acause marketing program that generated new manufacturer dollars in a top- 50 Radio
market. The station put together the program with Friskies/Alpo Pet Foods, the
American Humane Association, Regal
Cinemas and alocal elementary school.
Consumers who sent in one label
from specified Friskies/Alpo products
received afree movie pass. In addition,
$.05 per label was donated to the Humane Association.
To develop asimilar program in
your market, contact the regional or
district sales manager for your market.
Discuss how products are selling for

Source: Bob Ottaway is President of Ottatvay Communications. He may be
reached at

517-333-8778

or by E-mail at bobottatvay@juno.com

both dog and cat food lines. Brainstorm
ideas you can provide to help leverage
sales for Friskies/Alpo products, like
UPC redemption or RTW programs.
lips for Hunters
"Tips for Hunters" is a revenue
package that generated $ 15,000 in a
top- 30 Radio market. The station part-

nered with the Department of Natural
Resources to present asafety- tips flyer
(distributed at various retail locations)
and on- air infomercials providing safety tips. Businesses with an outdoor or
hunting focus were sponsoring partners.
To develop asimilar program in
your market, contact the De56

Telemarketing Case Study #16

"KGLO in Mason City, IA Makes
38 Sales in One Day
55

Only telemarketing can add hundreds of new advertisers to your station's client list Starting with small, low
dollar orders, many will become regular big dollar clients. Just like at Ingstad's KGLO in Mason City, IA,
where GSM Barb Salz's telemarketer made 700 sales last year — including 38 in one day! What would aproven
method of adding new accounts like this be worth to you and your station? For afree report about telephone
sales for your stations, please contact Jim Hunt at:
Phone: 1-888-834-3761
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Fax: (
757) 596-3324

Email: jim@radioprofits.com

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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WIN N.T.R. DOLLARS!
Mary Jo Beach, General Sales Manager - WLZW - Whitesboro, New York
"WLZW is in the 142nd market. When we inquired about the JackPot Machine, Rick Banik assured me that it would do the three things that any radio station
would want apromotion to do... 1.) Raise TSL, 2.) Gain new clients and listeners, and 3.) Create new revenue. It all happened just as Rick said it would.
The JackPot Machine generated over $ 250,000 for our station during the fourth quarter of 1997. Listeners came out of the woodwork to play the machine!
Ihave NEVER seen such apeople magnet in all my eighteen years in Radio!"
Becky Sewell, General Sales Manager - WOGY - Memphis, Tennessee
"Our station bought the JackPot Machine in 1995. The real benefit has been that people come to remotes and stand in line to play. People will actually follow the station around to remotes to play. Now, instead of coming to the remote broadcast to have ahotdog and leave, the JackPot Machine gets the listeners to stay around longer. The best pan is that Rick Banik and Randy Decker are awesome in providing suggestions on how to execute the different ideas we
come up with. So far, we have used the machine for three different promotions; two of which included the $ 100,000 Cash Giveaway and the $ 100,000 Home
Giveaway. As far as how much money we have generated with the JackPot Machine.., we doubled the number of remotes we did in the first year we had the
machine!"
Mare Burnett
General Sales ManagerWWC-Peoria, Illinois

Bob Haschke
KSTV
Stevensville, Texas
"I highly recommend the JackPot Machine... I've

"The JackPot Machine for Rock 106 is a great
interaction tool for our clients because we are driving traffic into their businesses. It has given our

been nothing less than happy with the vendor
money that the station has been able to get with

station an outstanding added value tool for our
clients. The revenue that we generate from the
JackPot Machine mainly comes from getting
more money from our current customers, above
and beyond the budgets they have already invest-

the machine. We just released acampaign on
the streets and we signed up eight of the first
twelve clients we talked to. We do anywhere from
fifteen to twenty thousand dollars each time we do
acampaign. The last time Iused this machine,

ed with Rock 106".

we went after grocery stores and ended up getting
vendor money as sponsorship for the machine. It
attracted people to our remotes like crazy, and the
best part is that all the sponsors signed up again!"

Bill Guertin, General Sales Manager

Theron Hayse
KIAI

WKANNILRT - Kankakee, Illinois
"In three years, our station generated over
$50,000 with the JackPot Machine. 90% of this

Mason City, Iowa
"Our first contract that we signed was for
$42,000! Plus, we ended the first year with well

was brand new business! The traffic at remote
broadcasts was non-stop. It's the biggest audience magnet I've ever worked with!"

over $ 100,000 in new business added to the
bottom line. It's a great excitement builder for
both clients and our listeners. The N.T.R. opportunities with the JackPot Machine are limitless!"

Jim Keane, President, Valley Broadcasters, Inc.
'It's hard to believe that we're going into our 6th year with the KAPS Country Bandit. Whenever we're at a business or community event we're
Jlways the booth with the long line in front of it. Ican't imagine doing a remote without the bandit!"
Craig Eckert, Vice President/General Manager - KKPR - Kearney, Nebraska
'The remotes and sponsorships that we sell are making us money over and above what we paid for the machine. To give you acouple of examples of the power
Di The JackPot Machine... It doubled the size of one annual contract with our station with with one bank. Over 1500 hundred people pulled the machine in one
Day! This is the only promotional item Iwould trust to do aspot remote without alot of pre- promotion, and people will still show to play. The sky is the limit
Dn NTR business!"

GROUP DISCOUNTS / MARKET SIZE PRICING
1-800-652-2576
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partment of Natural Resources. Find out what
programs already exist.
See where you can work
with them to get additional information out
to the public. Design a
program that will meet
the needs of your area
retailers, possibly including alogo on flyers,
flyers for distribution at their locations,
and tags on various safety messages.
KinderVision®
KinderVision® offers a unique
event marketing program that provides
afree community service safety program to families. This program provides families with videotapes, voice
recordings and fingerprinting. It is
funded solely through broadcast stations and then resold to retail or corporate sponsors. ( Basically, hosting
stations secure sponsoring businesses
to put on a KinderVision® event.)
Sponsoring stations are provided with
aturn- key community service promo-

tion ready to be sold
to your retail/manufacturer clients. à
Julie Lomax Brauff is
President of BREAKTHROUGH Marketing.
She may be reached at 425747-0647, by E-mail at
julie@btmktg.com or via
their Website at
http://unvtabtmittg.com

AVENDOR SUCCESS STORY
Many vendor companies these days
have their own departments to handle
NTR for Radio stations. For example,
Radio Profits Corp. has an in-station telephone sales system to tap NTR dollars
through telemarketing. Beth Colon, GM
of WMTR/WDHA Morristown, NJ ( market 101), claims, "We've generated revenues from companies we'd never have
sold otherwise." To date, WMTR has sold
more than $250,000 over the phone with
this system.
This strategy helps the stations sell
lower- dollar cause marketing packages
to the thousands of businesses in every

market. Because there are more than
80,000 businesses in WMTR's coverage area, it's not possible to reach them
all with face-to-face sales calls. Telemarketing fills the gap.
The telemarketing sponsorship packages feature causes and events important to the local market, e.g., high school
sports and charity fund-raisers ;and national campaigns, e.g., African- American
History Month and Children's Dental
Health Month. Because the packages
highlight emotional issues, they appeal
to businesses in virtually every category.
After buying on the phone, many
sponsors become good prospects for regular advertising. "Once they've done business with us, we have the opportunity to
really tell our story and show them how
our stations can make their businesses more
successful. Plus we're positioning our stations as agood corporate citizen in the
process," explains Colon. 'With so many
priorities these days, I'm confident that my
telemarketing department will stay on
course. That's one less thing to worry about,
and it pays off every single day." â
Beth Colon may be reached at 973-538-1250.
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Try the
THE OLD WAY
Lots of complicated
equipment and
extra s

THE COMREX WAY
1HotLine
1Guy
1Plain telephone line

Hotline!
• Increase live broadcast opportunities
your sales manager can sell
• Cut your operating expenses
• Quality your PD wants
• Reliability your engineer will love

411011M/11 MI MY
WIVIIRMA
11 .i
, make glral canneclians

COMREX Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720 USA Phone: 978-263-1800 email: info@comrex.com Fax-on- Demand: 978-264-9973
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If you would like an upcoming event included in our Events
Calendar, please contact Amy Morrell at 561-655-8778,
fax 561-655-6134 or by E-mail at Radiolnk@aol.com

MARCH

lune to-13 — Radio Montreux 1998 International Radio
Symposium/Technical Exhibition, Montreux. Switzerland
Tr ..41 21 963 32 20

Mar. 17-21 — The National Broadcasting Society (NBS) National
Convention, Nashville
1r 803-777-J324

June 11-13 — R&R Convention '98, Century City, CA
U 212-973-9336

Mar. 18-22 — Sch.th by Southwest Conference, Austin, TX
U 512-467 , 979

June 15-21 — International Country Music Fan Fair, Nashville
St 615-244-2840

Mar. 19-20 — RicxScott & Associates Sports Radio Conference '98,
Scottsdale, AZ
tr 206-86 79397

lune n6 — IRTSF Gold Medal Award Dinner, New York, NY
U 212-867-6650

Mar. 25-26 — Kagan Radio Acquisitions and Finance Seminar, New York
U 408-624-1536 (contact: Deborah Kramer)
Mar. 27-29 — R.rdio Advertising Bureau (RAB) Board of Directors
Meeting. Orlando, FL
U 214 -751-6740

June

17-20 -

IS

PROMAX Convention. Toronto

310-788-7600

hinet9-271—. CES
C776Mobile Electronics '98 (FUSE '98), Atlantic City, NI
June 24-27 — National Association of Hispanic Journalists (NAM!)
16th Annual Convention, Miami, FL
U 202-662-7145
lune 27-30 — NAB 1998 Board of Directors Meeting, Arlington. VA
IT 202-775-3527

APRIL
Apr. 3 — Deackine for The Conclave scholarship entries
U 612-927-4487 (contact: Tom Kay)
Apr. 3-6 — Brcadcast Education Association (BRA) 43rd Annual
Convention, Las Vegas
a 202-419-5354
Apr. 4 — Broadcasters' Foundation (BF) Charity Golf Tournament,
Las Vegas
rt 203-862-8577

JULY
July 3-4 — WBU's EBU General Assembly, Slovenia
1r 416 -598 -9
8 77 (contact: Bill Roberts)
July 6 — WBU's 19th Inter-Union Secretary Generals Meeting, Slovenia
U 416-598-9877 (contact: Bill Roberts)

Apr. 5-9 — NAB's Annual Convention, Las Vegas (Exhibits Apr8 6-9)
tr 202-775-3527

July 15-17 — Sixth Annual New Business Development Conference,
Seattle, WA
ar 425 -747 -0647

Apr. 5 — NAG/BRA Career Fair, Las Vegas
U 202-6.29-5498 (contact: Karen Hunter)

July 16-19 — 23rd Annual Conclave, Minneapolis
U 612-927-4487

Apr. 5 — Society of Broadcast Engineers, Inc. (58E), Board of
Directors Meeting, Las Vegas
sar 317-253-164o

July 2o-23 — WICT 17th Annual Management Conference.
Washington. D.C.
U 312-634-2330 (contad: Christine Bollettino)

Apr. 8 — BF Pioneers Breakfast. Las Vegas
Be 203-862-8577

July 29-Aug. 2 — '98 Women in Communications Conference,
Philadelphia
410-544-7442

Apr.

21 IT

Apr.

Er Golden Mike Award Dinner, New York
8628577

203

22 - 3¡
rd

U

Annual Academy of Country Music Awards, Los Angeles
213.462-2351

Apr. 27 — American Women in Radio & TV's (AWRT) Gracie Allen
Awards, Lincoln Center, NY
70 , 5o6-3290 (contact: Mary McBride)
April 27-29 — World Broadcasting Unions (WBU), ISOG Conference,
Washington, D.C.
IT 4X-598-9877 (contact: Bill Roberts)
Apr. 28 — International Radio and Television Society Foundation
(IRISE) Newsmaker Luncheon, New York
IT 212-867-665o

July 29-Aug. 3 — National Association of Black Journalists (NAB')
National Convention '98, Washington, D.C.
U 301-405-85oo

AUGUST
Aug. 6-8 — Morning Show Boot Camp, Atlanta
rr 770 -926 -7573
Aug. 19-21 — Michigan Association of Broadcasters (MAB) Annual
Conference. Belleaire, MI
U 517 -484 -7444

April 28-May 2 — WBU IAB General Assembly, Costa Rica
4e598-9877 (contact: Bill Roberts)

MAY
May 2 — rourth Annual Geller Media International Producer's
Workemp, New York
Ilr 2n-58o-3385
May 5 — Women in Cable and Telecommunications (WICT) 17th Annual
Accolades Breakfast, Atlanta. GA
U 312-634-2330 (contact: Christine Bollettino)
May 5 — NAB New Board Member Orientation Meeting. Washington, D.C.
ar 202-775-3527
May 6 — NAB Executive Committee Meeting, Washington, D.C.
IT 202-775-3527

SEPTEMBER
Sept. 9-11 — WICT Executive Development Seminar, Denver, CO
tr 312-634-2330 (contact: Christine Bollettino)
Sept. to-12 — AWRT Annual Convention, Washington, D.C.
IS 703-506-3290
Sept. 11-15 — 1998 International Broadcasting Convention, Amsterdam
...44 -71 -240 -3839
Sept. 15 — IRTSF Newsmaker Luncheon, New York
is 212-867-6650
Sept. 23-25 — Broadcast Technology Society (IEEE) 48th Annual
Broadcast Symposium. Washington, D.C. U 703-591-ono

May 6-8 — Radio-Only Management Conference, Scottsdale, AZ
Ea9-424-6800

Sept. 23-26 — Radio-Television News Directors Association (RTNDA),
International Conference and Exhibition, San Antonio, TX
cr 202-659-6510

May 17,0 — Broadcast Cable Financial Management's (BCFM) 38th
Annual Conference, New Orleans
tt 847-296-0mo (contact: Mary Teister)

OCTOBER

May 19 — IRTSF Foundation Awards Luncheon, New York
U 212-867-6650

Oct. 7-u — Association of National Advertisers, Inc., Annual
Conference, Naples, FL sr 212-697-595o

May 27 29 — World Broadcasting Unions (WBU) Sixth International
Broadcast News Workshop. Toronto
I
, 416-598 9877 (contact: Bill Roberts)

Oct. 14-17 — 1998 NAB Radio Show, Seattle, WA
U 202-775.3527

May

2:-29 - North American National Broadcasters Association
MAMA) Sixth International Broadcast News Workshop, Toronto
Br 416-598 -9877

May 32-31 — 1998 Public Radio Conference and Exposition (PRO,
San Francisco
703-312-9171 (contact: Carter Strickland)
May 31•Itine 2 - NANBA-EBU Radio Conference, Toronto
IT 416 -598-9877

JUNE
June 4 — Radio Creative Fund (RCF) 1998 Radio Mercury Awards,
New Yorks, 212-6811207
lune 7-9 — Consumer Electronic Manufacturers Association
CUMA/CES), Habitech '98 — The Home Systems Trade and
'raining Show, Atlanta, GA
U 703 -9071600
lune 8-12 — SBE Leader-Skills Seminar, Indianapolis. IN
317-253464o

Oct. 22-24 — Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi
(SP)), National Convention, Los Angeles la 317-653-3333
Oct. 26 — Harris Corporation (HC) Richmond Expo, Richmond, IN
Te 765-9624)671
Oct. 27 — John Bayliss Broadcast Foundation OBE) 13th Annual
Bayliss Media Roast, New York ze 4a-624-1536, ext. 240
Oct. 27 — IRTSF Newsmaker Luncheon. New York
U 212-867-6650
Oct. 29-Nov. ?— WBU's ABU General Assembly, Location TBA
416-598 -9877 (contact: Bill Roberts)

•Winter 1998: lao. 8 • April a
•Spring 1998: April 2 — June 24
2 -

Sept.

By John
Schad
President
Smarts
Broadcast
Systems
There are alot of digital systems
out there today, and picking the
right one for your operation is
sometimes atough decision.
The answers fall into two distinct areas. Financial considerations and operational. A well
designed digital system makes
your station sound better. It becomes more efficient, with a
corresponding reduction in costs
of operation. Secondly, look at
the details of the system. Does
it perform every task required at
the station? Explore this in
depth before you buy! If any feature is missing, the system may
not result in any cost savings.
The digital revolution should be
able to help on both counts.
At SMARTS Broadcast Systems, our philosophy has always
been related to your bottom line.
Our equipment not only improves your operation, it saves
you
a lot
of
money.
SMARTCASTER features are
all aimed at that goal by paying
attention to all the detail. We
recognize that both finances and
technology are important, and
have built our systems to please
management, engineering, and
most importantly, your listeners.
We also do the whole digital job
for you from billing accounting
and traffic to music selection to
full automated or live digital
audio. Call for ademonstration,
and visit our web site for more
information.
(800) 747-6278 Ext 700
www.smartsbroadcast.com

ARBITROR DATES
•Summer 1998: July

The Difference is In
the Detail!

23

• Fall 1998: Sept. 24 — Dec. 16

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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From The Editors of
Radio Ink.

A LETTER FROM RADIO INK PUBLISHER ERIC RHOADS
Dear Radio Executive:
the very best c
onapts and ideas to make you more powerful.
Research
that we remember what we hear even longer
How can you keep up on important trends and developthan
whatshows
we read!
ments that will affect your performance and your ability to
sell more Radio? How can you see changes coming in time
You have our guarantee that you'll gain an edge. In
to adjust your strategy with dients? By getting the big ideas
your sales calls, you li find yourself doing and saying things
and tools you need early in the gaine.
you've heard on Radio Ink Live This will give you an advanYou certainly don't have any spare time. Besides balanctage over everyone selling Radio. You'll be more conversant
ing your life, you're inundated with pressures to hit budgets
and more prepared than others calling on clients.
and sell more. How can you possibly find the necessary time
Radio Ink Live is NOT the same information you
to learn more about the good things others are doing in
receive in your biweekly subscription to Radio Ink:This
Radio, learn about trends that affect advertisers,
audio cassette service is designed exdusivdy for people sellagencies and retail categories? How can you
ing Radio. All the information is customized for you.
keep your edge sharp? How can you
If you're looking for ways to be more produckeep yourselfwell-trained and
tive, increase your sales and make more money,
informed? As busy as you are, you
you need Radio Ink Live. Use that wasted in,imply cannot achieve your best
car time to sharpen your skills, develop
performance in this vortex of
fresh ideas, and get up-to-speed on trends
change without being in command
and
developments that will help you help
of the biz ideas shaping your future.
your clients.
To keep up, you have to generate
Please return your subscription invitanew selling ideas. No matter how long
tion within 10 days to qua1i1v for our introducyou've been at it, you need on-going training and
tory price. This is aspecial offer limited to new
coaching you need to know advertising and Radio industry
subscribers. You have my word that if you're not satisfied,
trends; you must generate leads and new business ... the list
you will receive a100% refund on the unused portion of
your subscription.
goes on and on. You just don't have time to do it all.
We're here to help. We can act as afilter, scanning
Join the winners' circle, and gain an edge. Mail your
acceptance today.
through hundreds of books, artides, trades and trends;
extracting only the essential ideas that will matter most in
Sincerely,
making you effective. Just think how much time we save you.
Radio Ink Live is amonthly audio cassette service providing
tapes you can listen to while driving or exercising. The editors
of Radio Ink will select only the most important things you
need to know in this one-hour audio cassette that comes to
you evety month.
Eric Rhoads, Publisher
Our job is to keep you sharp and up-to-speed on the
techniques that will make you more effective, and offer inforPS: We hate mock kw-cost multi-user subscriptions availmation that will help you sell more. We'll save you possibly
able so that eon),salesperson at your station can have
hundreds of hours ayear in reading time, and feed you only
his/her own subscription. You don't have to mess with the
time and expense ofmaking dubs.

INK'

e

NOTICE: Your subscription to Radio Ink Live may qualify as
adeductible business expense for tax purposes.

•
soistete-

e

'

e

INVITATION TO SUBSCRIBE
YES!

Please enter the subscription Ihave selected below. Iunderstand Ican cancel at any time if
Iam not entirely satisfied and receive a100% refund on the unused portion of my subscription.
Special Introductory Price Won't Last Forever!
1 YEAR INTRODUCTORY PRICE
$157 Sow= $ 107 ),IL tFe
for 12 audio

r MULTI-USER

tapes

PACKS

hack

Total

5 Pack @ $ 345
10 Pack @

$575

20 Pack

$995

•

For faster service, call 800-610-5771
usand Canada call I561 655 8778 Ask about citfLennq role)

E Charge My Credit Card:

Fox

D vsa II MosterCaid DArn Exp

Card No
SIgnature

Title

Name
Phone

11 Enclosed is my check made payable to Radio Ink Live

E-mail

III

I'D ALSO LIKE

TO SUBSCRIBE
FOR 25 ANNUAL
ISSUES ( BIWEEKLY)

Company/Station

OF RADIO INK AT
$167 A YEAR iSAVE

Address

PAYING THE $ 223
COVER PRICE)

'Stritr- ' 7i t

RAM)
write 800-610-5771
224 'ken,' tttreet West Palm Beach FL 33401 Tel 561 655-8778 • Fan 561655-6134

Each issue of Radio Ink Live is
designed just for people selling
Radio. It is NOT arepeat of what
you read in each biweekly issue of
Radio Ink.
Here's just some of what you'll hear on every
monthly audio cassette Radio Ink Live...
•Useful Sales Tips you can use on your nexi oui
•Ideas from leading experts
•Segments from top trainers
•Great Ideas being used by other stations
•Promotion Ideas you can use with clients
•New Business Development Ideas
•Nontraditional Revenue Ideas
•New Business Leads
•Advertising Updates that will affect you
•Radio Industry Trends
•Retail Updates that will bring you doser to ciits
•Upcoming Sales Opportunities
•What's working for others
•Presentation Ideas
•Advertiser Interviews
•And more!

RADIO

NEED NEW
PLAYERS?
Place your ad in Radio Ink Classifieds!
CALL SHANE TANNER
@ 1-800-610-5771
OR FILL OUT AND FAX THIS FORMIII

NAME OF

OMPANY

(INTACT PERS.»!

CLASSIFIEDS

800-610-5771

111 EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
CONSOLIDATION HAVE YOU STIFLED? You are a
General Sales Manager looking for THE CHANCE
to break in as aGeneral Manager. Sinclair Communications is growing and searching for the
next generation of station management. We will
provide the necessary training. You will: i)probably have to relocate, 2)work harder than you
ever had in your life. FAX a letter telling me
why you deserve THE CHANCE. Barry Drake, SCI
Radio, 410-662-5678. EOE.

ONE NUMSFu

AX

POSITION WANTED

CONTENT / TEXT OF CLASSIFIED AD:

GENERAL MANAGER. Oldies 104.9 FM WYOC,
Gainesville, FL, seeks sales- driven GM to handle strong house list, manage small but experienced staff. 3ok+ range. Resume to: 3720
NW 43rd Street, Suite 104, Gainesville, FL
32606. 352-870-9962. EOE.
The Cromwell Radio Group has an immediate
opening for the General Manager position in Central Illinois. It's a unique opportunity to operate
multiple stations. Must be sales-driven. FAX 615366-4313. 1824 Murfreesboro Rd., Nashville, TN
37217. EOE.
PROGRAM DIRECTORS. Got something to beef
about? Call Steve Warren at Radio Ink and
we'll get you on one of our future PD Forums.
80o- 610-5771.
The BIG X, MO( 102.5, is seeking qualified radio
sales representatives. Anyone interested in this
position should contact Urica Pleas or Lee Nichols
at 601-477-2100 or FAX 601-477-2105. Experience
helpful but not necessary.

• CAPSTAR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
PAYMENT ENCLOSED
(U.S. FUNDS PAYABLE TO: STREAMLINE PUBLISHING)
CHARGE MY: EIVISA CIMC OAMEX
ARD •
IXP DATE
NAME
PHONE
siC.NATURE_

MAIL YOUR PAYMENT TO STREAMLINE PRESS:
224 DATURA STREET SUITE 718
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
RATES:

*CLASSIFIED LISTINGS. (NONDISPLAY) PLR ISSUE
$2 PEP WORD
*SITUATIONS WANTED: Si 50 PER WORD
*BLIND BOX: $ 15 PER ISSUE
*DISPLAY. $ 150 PER INCH ( MINIMUM IINCH
lIPWNID IN HALF- INCH INCRENIENTS1

ATTN: SHANE TANNER
SENDER:
FAX TO RADIO INK CLASSIFIEDS

1-561-655-6164

RADIO INK — MARCH lo 1098

ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY! CAPSTAR
BROADCASTING PARTNERS is seeking qualified applicants to fill two corporate Regional
Human Resource Manager positions for its
Southern Star region, based in Ft. Lauderdale, FL, and its GulfStar region, based in
Austin, TX. These managers will be responsible for over 15 markets each. Must have at
least two years' HR experience with an emphasis on benefits administration. Must be
very detail- oriented, organized, multi- tasked,
and able to travel. These positions require
advanced interpersonal and written communication skills in effectively presenting to
large groups and counseling management
on HR issues. FAX resumes to 512- 34o- 7890
for immediate consideration. Capstar is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
CAPSTAR BROADCASTING is seeking an experienced professional to serve as the principal corporate coordinator of equal employment
opportunity and diversity issues for the company's radio broadcasting stations. Qualifications: College degree; experience managing EEO
programs and a working knowledge of other
Human Resources programs; excellent communication, interpersonal, presentation and ana -

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

lytical skills; demonstrated ability in using
spreadsheets, word processing and database
software; and the ability to work independently. Previous experience in the communications
or broadcasting fields or in a business subject
to governmental EEO or affirmative action requirements aplus. Send resume and references
to Capstar Broadcasting Partners, Inc., 600 Congress Ave., Ste. 1400, Austin, TX 78701. Attn:
EEO Opportunity.

SALES MANAGEMENT
Legendary companies are built by legendary
people. Work for a progressive broadcaster
where opportunity is fueled by growth and
people are our most important asset. Citadel
Communications is hiring sales professionals coast to coast. Sales Management available in Oregon, Washington, Colorado and
Pennsylvania. FAX / send resume & cover letter to: Gerry Schlegel, Citadel Communications, RO. Box 3113, Tempe, AZ 85280. FAX
602-731-5229.
Local Sales Managers. Locally owned expanding group seeks LSMs. Ability to hire, train
and lead a successful team a must. We are
an aggressive, performance- oriented firm dedicated to setting and achieving high standards.
If you thrive on challenge, are committed to
hard work and want to be paid on performance,
send your resume to Eure Communications,
1140 Rose Hill Drive, Charlottesville, VA 22903
or FAX 804-977-0747. EOE.
Become apart of Maine's most successful radio
group. Portland Radio, adivision of Saga Communications, is looking for ahighly motivated
Sales Manager. Please send your resume and
aletter of interest to: Bonnie Grant, Director of
Sales, Portland Radio Group, 420 Western Ave.,
SO. Portland, ME 04106. EOE.
Legendary companies are built by legendary
people. Work for a progressive broadcaster
where opportunity is fueled by growth and
people are our most important asset. Citadel
Communications is hiring Sales Professionals
coast to coast. Sales Management available
in Oregon, Washington, Colorado and Pennsylvania. FAX / send resume & cover letter to:
Gerry Schlegel, Citadel Communications, RO.
Box 3113, Tempe, AZ 85280. FAX 602-731-5229.
GSM. Immediate opening for sales- driven
leader with minimum five years' Radio sales
and minimum one year's successful LSM experience. Lead national and local sales to next
level with strong motivational skills / training
and by creating dynamic, revenue- producing
opportunities. Maintain select accounts and
lead by example! Grow with locally- owned
rocker. Send resume to: GM, WMFS-FM, 1632
Sycamore View, Memphis, TN 38134. EOE.
SALES WIZARDS! Got any HOT TIPS for RADIO
INK to pass along? Call us and we'll tell you how
to get your "tip" on our " hot" list. 80o-610-5771.
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too
short.

Life is

Enjoy both your
work and your life.

CLASSIFIEDS
KVST is looking for experienced outside Sales

• REVENUE SERVICES

Reps to sell country radio. Excellent opportunity! Outside sales experience a must. FAX
or mail resume to: 1212 S. Frazier, Conroe, TX
77301. FAX 409-788-2525. EOE.

Indy Station nets 12K monthly with new callin service for time, temp & weather. The

• SITUATIONS WANTED
INCREASE LOCAL DIRECT DOLLARS. Results guaranteed. Clear Channel Teaching, 800-950-7673.
IDOUBLED TWO CLIENTS' ANNUAL SALES USING
ONLY RADIO! Need a Creative Director who
produces phenomenal results consistently?

No long-term

io years' experi-

Hard-working team player, outgoing & mature
w/excellent copy, production skills & excellent

"Making successful broadcasters
successful sooner."

on- air voice, seeks station that needs the same.
Will relocate. Call Shirley at 405-733-5161!

888- U51- 624o

PAY ATTENTION TO THIS ONE!

LIFE IS TOO SHORT NOT TO!

Proven track record and confidentiality
guaranteed!
• Sales
• Programming
• Management

Compensation is based on meeting
goals and maximizing your property's
performance.

▪ BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Call John Montani today
at 561-655-8778 or fax
resume to 561-655-6930.

United States Interactive Media offers
short-term hands-on management during
transition and change.

Why pay afootball sportscaster all year when
twill work for you just during season? Eighteen years of play-by-play experience. Exciting voice seeking large market opportunity.
Willing to travel. For resume and tape, contact Blind Box # 1 @ Radio Ink.

VETERAN SMALL-MARKET NEWSMAN-ANNOUNCER
fits your station. Dynamic voice and exceptional writing talent. 20 years' experience.
Call Brian at 619-428-6874. Available lune'98.

• Writers

One Project
One Success at a Time

consulting fees

ence, willing to travel for on- air position or
other. lay Bea, 516-588-7078.

•Salespeople
•Management

We offer
One Client

dio and a sales presentation? Need a new
strategy for growing group sales? Want a $ 2ok

SM GRADUATE FROM CSB,

•Radio Editors
•Reporters

FRUSTRATED WITH
YOUR STATION'S
PERFORMANCE?

Want someone who can handle a digital stu-

Mercury Award- winning radio writer/producer
heading your creative department? Jim Anderson. 810-264-0758.

Radio Ink is the place to use
your talents and skills to the
fullest while living in abeautiful, friendly, safe and sunny
community in the Palm Beaches of Florida. We provide an excellent opportunity for Radio
people looking for achange, but
who still want to be involved in
Radio. Positions include:

WeatherFone. 80o- 813-n65.

If you or any of your former SALES colleagues
are — or anticipate becoming — casualties
of consolidation, keep reading. NASDAQ- traded firm seeks sales skills of current and former radio account executives in virtually every
U.S. radio market. Three years' sales experience with direct/retail accounts mandatory.
Continued relationships with former advertising clients a must. Ability to conduct first
class presentations to individuals and groups
is also essential. This position keeps you in
the communications business but does not
involve the sale of : 3os and : 6os. If you or
anyone you know meet these criteria, FAX
your credentials to: 205-970-0080. EOE.

• SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
THE COUNTRY OLDIES SHOW. 2 Hours weekly, host Steve Warren plays country hits from
the 50's-8o's. Fun, upbeat, flexible. 4th Year,
l00% barter. NBG Radio Network 800-5o55640, x772 for demo.

Setting confidential appointments for
NAB 98 Las Vegas NOW!

▪ BOOKS
RADIO: THE BOOK by Steve Warren. Programming and Idea Book for PDs and Opns/Mgrs.
200 pages $ 40. MC, Visa, Amex. 800 -827-1722

▪ CONTRIBUTERS WANTED
BLAST FROM THE PAST. Do you have an old RADIO
photograph that you'd like to share with Radio
Ink's readers? Please send to Amy Morrell, Managing Editor, at Radio Ink, 224 Datura Street, Suite
701, West Palm Beach, FL 33401. Or call 561-6558778 if you have any questions. (We will send
pictures back to you if they are irreplaceable!)
WRITERS' PHOTOS NEEDED. If you are, evr were
or ever want to be acontributing writer to Radio
Ink, please make sure we have the most current color photo of you. Send them to Steve
Warren, Radio Editor, at Radio Ink, 224 Datura Street, Suite 701, West Palm Beach, FL 33401.

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call 561-655-8778 or
fax to 561-655-6134.
All ads must be prepaid.
Checks, Mastercard, Visa and
American Express cards accepted.

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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MARKETING

INTERNET
Thornton Media
Free web .'age design! Will show you
how your Website can make money.
p 573- 785-6733 f573-686-2139
wv.w.radiowaves.net
webpage dcsigned to grow the bottom Line

BUYSELLRADIO ONLINE
www.buysellrodio.corn

FIND BUYERS!
END SELLERS!
FIND INVESTORS!
http://www.buysellradio.com
or E-mail: deb@buysellradio.com
CALL

319-243-8679!
IDS, SWEEPERS, LINERS
MIKE CARTA

SUPER

What sill The
Commotion?

PROGRAMMING
FREE RADIO

It's YOUR STATION
promotion!
Sell many NEW advertisers +

Spike ratings
with
Scratch and Win
Campaigns from
MARTIN MARKETING
for more into see our website or phone usI
www webcrealions.com/martin

(210) 494-6170 / Fax ( 210) 494-7180

For over 125 years, we've been lending
helping hands to ahurting world, offering
food, shelter, comfort — and hope.
One way we provide hope is with radio:

Wonderful Words of Life

15 min. weekly, inspirational music and talk
(English & Spanish)

Heartbeat

aNEW : 60 spot about life issues
(English only)

Call for afree audition kit.
phone ( 404) 728-6727
voice mail ( 800) 229-9965

EQUIPMENT

TECHNOLOGY

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

f

Lightning
Got You DOWN???
Get a Budget Conscious
G- 18 Channel

DYNAMAX On Air Console

800-459- DEMO
LINERS • IDS • PROMOS • ALL FORMAT

FINANCIAL BROKERS
Media Servi, es Group, Inc.

904-285-3239

Next Day Delivery

Satellite Equipment for Radio
Off the air?
Looking for reliable
repair service?

Brokerage, Valuations, Financial Services, Asset
Management and Due Diligence. George R. Reed.

MASCOTS

•Satellite Systems is respected industry-wide for
prompt, accurate service to radio stations and
networks.

MAS 1E, RS
Build Your Audience!
Promote Your
Station's Personality!
Have Fun, Too!
Add an Exciting, Live (!)
Touch To All Your
Adsertismg & Promotion'
FOR INFO OR TO ORDER, CONTACT:
Mascot Masters International
5830 N.W. Expressway, Suite 354
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73132
Voice 405-722-2922 Fax 405-810-8480

CONSULTANTS
MUSEC HELPERS Consultants

417-886-24e

MAJOR MARKET SOUND WITHOUT THE COST
All Formats: Programming ... Studio Layout ...
Promotions
NO JOB TOO SMALL!!!
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Rely on us!

•Whether you have aDart 384 or Scientific Atlanta
7300/7325 we can repair your equipment.
•Pre- and post-service technical support, along
with a6- month warranty.
•Ask us about the CB500 25/35 Hz Tone Decoder.
Celebrating 7years of providing
reliable repair service

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

615 East BrooKside Street. Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Phone: ( 719) 634-6319
Fax: ( 719) 635-8151
E- Mail: SatSyst.com

Call Shane Tanner
at 561-655-8778
to place your ad or for
Box Ad Rates.

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

215 464-2000

Corn rex

manufactures a complete line
of digital audio codecs for ISDN and standard
telephone lines. Call us to find out how you
can cut remote broadcast costs and still have
great- sounding, profitable remotes.
Toll free: 800-237-1776
e-mail: info@comrex.com
URL: www.comrex.com
Tel: 978-263-1800 Fax: 978-635-0401
Comrex Corporation,
65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720

RADIO STATION ADDRESSES

RADIO
STATION
DATABASE
100% CASS Certified!
Addresses, Formats, Phone, FAX
Market Size, Ratings & More!
THE RADIO MALL - 888-97- RADIO
that's toll free at 888-977-2346)

1

INFLATE
YC

ti

»ACt

EXPECTATIONS
Nothing works better to promote your
presence than a 25' Landmark Creations
Inflatable. ON SITE set-up takes only
minutes and can be viewed from up to
1/2 mile away! Your sales staff will be
able to sell remotes like never before
Combined with the advantage of message
areas, your sponsors will jump at the
chance to participate.
Let us make you a Landmark overnight!
FAX US YOUR MASCOT
OR STATION
LOGO
AND WE'LL SEND YOU
A
FREEfflie-SHIRT!
Tel: 800.553.3593

Tel: 612.895.0947

Fax: 612.895.0946

www.landmarkereations.com
62

lo subscribe roll 1..aoo-610-5771
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FIecibillty

Clustering

Path Analysis

Codee
Consulting
Satellite

R6
Voice Tracking

Music Formats

Redundancy

Exciters

TRANSMITTEIS
Operating
Costs

Lightning

Need Solutions?
www.bilcastcom
or 12111 224-9600
fe II MIN is aretard Irademark 01 Brealcast fleclronlcs, Inc

Booth # RL1610

Solutions fur
Tomorrow's Radio

Three
Things To Consider
When Purchasing A Console

QUALITY QUALITY
QUALITY
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NUSTAR DIGITAL
4en

xtrilextre ¿ tatter

GUDITRONICS

3750 Old Getwell Road • Memphis,
t381i8 • USA
(901) 362-1350 Fa 901) 365-8629
E-mail: sales@aúditronics.com

